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Female Visitor Assaulted In Ladd Library 
by Evan Silverman 
News Editor 
The Lewiston Police Department 
and the Bates College Security Department 
continued their investigation this week into 
last Wednesday's assault, but "nothing has 
come" of the few leads explored according 
to Bates Officer Sherri L. Brooks. 
On Wednesday, February 27 at 
approximately 12:30 p.m., a male in his late 
20's assaulted a female visitor in a stairwell 
of Ladd Library. The assailant grabbed, 
fondled, attempted to kiss, and struck the 
victim before fleeing the scene. The victim 
was "unable to scream," said Officer 
Brooks, and no one else was in the stairwell 
at the time of the attack. 
The assailant is described as a white 
male in his late 20's, 5'8” to 5'9”, 180 lbs, 
dark, scraggly, slightly wavy hair just 
above his shoulders, unshaven with a 2-3 
day growth of facial hair, and muscular 
arms. The subject was wearing sneakers, 
blue jeans, and a dark, very dirty jacket. 
The Dean of Students Office and the 
Security Department notified students of 
the attack in a security alert on Monday, 
March 4, but several students expressed 
anger at the "content and speed of 
response." In a letter addressed to the Bates 
administration, dated Wednesday, March 
6, 9:00 a.m., "concerned students" stated 
their "disgust" and dissatisfaction with the 
Administration's response. 
Dean of Students F. Celeste 
Branham, however, maintains that the 
security alert was delayed only because, "I 
had misinformation." On Friday afternoon, 
Dean Branham learned of the assault, but 
believed that it had occurred two weeks 
ago. As a result, said Dean Branham, the 
Dean of Students Office deemed it 
appropriate to wait until the LPD 
composite sketch of the assailant had been 
completed before issuing a security alert. 
The Bates Security Department 
received a telephone call from the victim's 
father on Friday, March 1, detailing the 
event, and both the victim and her father 
visited the Security Department. According 
to Director of Security and Campus Safety 
Larry Johnson, the victim spoke only to 
Officer Brooks. 
"I talked to the father," said Johnson, 
"and I got the impression that it happened 
some time ago." Johnson notified Dean of 
Students F. Celeste Branham of the incident 
on Friday, and relayed that he believed the 
incident had occurred several days or 
weeks ago. 
Dean Branham only learned early 
Monday morning that the assault occurred 
on Wednesday after reading Officer 
Brooks' report of the victim's testimony. 
"When we discovered on Monday morning 
that in fact there was only a two-day delay 
Composite sketch, released by the 
Lewiston Police Department, of the 
assailant in Ladd Library attack. 
between the incident and the receipt of the 
report, we moved immediately to issue the 
security alert, not waiting for the composite 
drawing to be completed," said Dean 
Branham. 
The "concerned students" also called 
■ SEE ASSAULT, PAGE 5 
College Might Provide Phones and Service To All Students in 1991 
By Laura Mytels 
Staff Reporter 
Pursuing a suggestion from 
President Donald Harward, the Bates Office 
of Business Affairs is analyzing the benefits 
of establishing a campus-wide telephone 
communication system. If the plan is 
approved, the college would provide all 
dorm rooms with telephones and possibly 
other services as well. 
The primary goal of the new system 
is to provide phone service to Bates 
students. "We would like to provide dial 
tone to all student rooms at little or no 
charge, and provide long-distance calling at 
standard rates or less," said James Weston, 
Vice President for Business Affairs and 
Personnel. "However, that may or may not 
be possible." 
The cost to the college in establishing 
such a system is a hindrance. The two 
largest expenses in the new system would 
be to lay the cable in the ground and to buy 
the telephone switchboard itself. In 
addition, Weston reported that an outside 
firm would most likely be hired to handle 
the billing. 
Despite these additional costs, 
Weston believes the benefits, such as 
increased communication between 
students, faculty, and parents, are worth it. 
"We want very much to justify the cost," 
commented Weston. 
To analyze the cost of placing wires 
in the ground and into all buildings, 
including those on the out-lying areas of 
Frye and Wood Streets, the college has 
hired Nelson Communications, Inc., one of 
the nation's leading communications 
consulting firms. 
Before contacting Nelson 
Communications, Inc., the college received 
a proposal from AT&T. However, the 
college wanted a second, unbiased opinion, 
and therefore contacted the consulting firm. 
The Nelson report, due in mid-April, will 
include findings on cost, payback ability of 
the system, and a time schedule for 
installation. 
Weston found the results of the 
AT&T report, including an estimate that the 
payback period to cover the costs of 
installation would be eight or nine years, 
"very encouraging." Before approaching 
the Trustees with a proposal, the Business 
Affairs and Personnel Office is waiting for 
the Nelson report findings. "We have to be 
very sure of numbers before going to the 
Trustees," he remarked. 
In addition to providing phone 
service to the students, the communication 
■ SEE PHONES, PAGE 5 
News 
Pilot Recycling Project Introduced In Adams and Herrick 
by Julia Bossung 
News Staff 
The Environmental Issues 
Committee, Environmental Coalition, 
and Paul Rosenthal are launching a 
pilot project this week to introduce a 
new recycling project that will become 
campus-wide. Adams Hall and 
Herrick House will be the first par¬ 
ticipants in an initial effort to expand 
the recycling of paper on campus. 
Bates generates a tremendous 
amount of paper, Paul Rosenthal ex¬ 
plained, and what is treated as waste 
is most often recyclable. Bins in the 
mail room are one effort to cut down 
on unnecessary waste, but the new 
recycling project aims to reduce paper 
waste in offices and in student resi¬ 
dences. There are already recycling 
bins in places such as the computer 
center, Lane Hall, and the library, but 
individual bins are soon to be placed 
in every student's room on campus. 
The purpose of the pilot 
project in Adams and Herrick is to 
work out the details of the project be¬ 
fore it reaches full scale. As the plan 
now stands, a small rectanguar bin 
will be given to each room to collect 
mixed paper waste. This category in¬ 
cludes dyed and lower quality paper, 
and the inclusion of higher quality 
office stationery and computer paper 
will not hinder the recycling process. 
Ideally, paper waste should 
be separated into three categories 
(computer paper, white stationery 
and photocopies, and dyed items) for 
maximum recyclability. This separa¬ 
tion should occur on-site to avoid 
time-consuming sorting, so there will 
be larger bins placed in central loca¬ 
tions (each floor in dorms and one per 
house) to collect computer paper and 
white paper. The students will be re¬ 
sponsible for emptying their bins into 
Military Analyst Discusses 
Aspects of Modem Warfare 
by Jon Custis 
Staff Reporter 
On Monday, February 25, 
1991, the internationally respected 
military scholar Dr. Richard A. 
Gabriel came to campus to present a 
lecture entitled "The Military in the 
Gulf War." Dr. Gabriel had intended 
to focus upon the military strategies 
developed for Operation Desert 
Storm, but changed his agenda to the 
unique nature of modem warfare. 
Suggesting that "war to 
Americans is fundamentally reel 
war," Gabriel felt that we would not 
recognize what is going on in the 
Middle East. War footage, in his view, 
is now fundamentally different from 
what there is available of World Wars 
I and II, and the Korean and Vietnam 
conflicts. 
The current war, according to 
Gabriel, is qualitatively different from 
other wars that we've participated in, 
and is a unique phenomenon due to 
the exponential increase in killing 
power. This, he said, makes modem 
war instantaneous and immediate. 
This evolution of killing 
power can be best attributed to the 
improvements in technological ad¬ 
vances including range and accuracy, 
target acquisition, mobility and the 
ability to fight on the move. 
In addition, Gabriel cited a consider¬ 
able research and design base to de¬ 
velop the weapons of war, and more 
advanced airpowef, a vital part of 
fighting modem wars as evidenced in 
Operation Desert Storm. 
Gabriel also commented on 
the realities of war, aside from the 
technological aspects. "War is about 
killing," he said, "The only choice is 
whether you will die," or an opponent 
dies. He continued to expose more 
bare truths by saying that war is "not 
an exercise in technology, it is an exer¬ 
cise in lethality." 
Gabriel spent most of the re¬ 
mainder of his lecture discussing the 
casualties of modem war, placing em¬ 
phasis on psychiatric casualties. He 
said that in every war of this century, 
the number of psychiatric cases has 
outnumbered the number of actual 
dead. 
Implying that psychiatric ca¬ 
sualties are an important consider¬ 
ation and must be watched carefully, 
Gabriel remarked that they are "sane 
[men] trying to adjust to insane cir¬ 
cumstances," and that "there are no 
heroes and no cowards." 
Gabriel cited airpower and its 
intensity as being responsible in part 
(along with artillery) for causing the 
erosion of Iraq's military capability to 
the point where resistance was not 
what intelligence services had previ¬ 
ously predicted it would be. 
Gabriel had words of caution 
for the audience though, saying that 
the United States will not be able to 
bring about its will politically or eco¬ 
nomically in the new order forecasted 
by George Bush. Asserting that the 
United States is the last great super¬ 
power and no other country can hope 
to succeed in conventional conflict 
against it, Gabriel believes that our 
best recourse may still be war, some¬ 
thing the United States does very well. 
the larger collection sites, and the re¬ 
cycling coordinator of each floor and 
house will notify maintenance via the 
recycling line, already in place, when 
the bins are filled. Maintenance will 
then transport the bins to the recycling 
company,which is presently Great 
Northern Recycling. By starting the 
project on a small scale, project 
guidelines and problems can be 
worked out before the effort extends 
to the whole campus. 
The intent of the project is not 
only to reduce paper waste on cam¬ 
pus. Paul Rosenthal expressed that 
the Environmental Coalition, the En¬ 
vironmental Issues Committee and 
other supporters of the project hope to 
increase individual awareness of our 
own impact on ecology. Being a "re¬ 
sponsible citizen of the planet" in¬ 
cludes "treating our resources with 
more respect," Rosenthal articulated, 
and this project aims to encourage less 
wasteful use of paper. Instead of gen¬ 
erating, using, and throwing away, a 
more effective routine would be to use 
less, reuse, and then recycle. Addi¬ 
tionally, students should try not to use 
what they cannot recycle. 
The major details of the recy¬ 
cling project are still being worked 
out. The Environmental Coalition, 
who began the recycling drive, is as¬ 
sisted by the Environmental Issues 
Committee (appointed by President 
Harward) to work out the final pro¬ 
posal, which includes financial con¬ 
cerns for equipment and transporta¬ 
tion. Bill Bergevin, Grounds Supervi¬ 
sor for Maintenance, and Betsy 
Kimball, Chair of the Environmental 
Issues Committee, have both been in¬ 
strumental in getting the project un¬ 
derway. If the pilot project goes well, 
individual bins will be distributed to 
all residences and paper recycling will 
become a campus-wide effort. 
NEW ENGLAND CONSORTIUM OF UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION 
(NECUSE) * 
WORKSHOPS IN MODERN BIOLOGY 
at BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE APRIL 12-14, 1991 
STUDENTS and faculty from NECUSE institutions are invited to 
participate in workshops in the following areas of modern 
experimental biology: 
I. Basic DNA Technology: 
DNA fingerprinting, bacterial transformation and plasmid DNA 
preparation are the major topics to be covered in this workshop 
presented by the Cold Spring Harbor DNA Learning Center. This 
workshop is designed for participants with little or no formal 
training in DNA technology. Enrollment is limited to 12. 
II. Intermediate DNA Technology: 
Blotting and probing of genomic DNA samples and screening a 
cDNA library are the major topics of this workshop presented by 
Joe Peiiiccia, Bates College. Enrollment is limited to 5. 
III. Scanning Electron Microscopy: 
The basic theory and practice of SEM will be covered. 
Participants will learn sample preparation and secondary electron 
imaging using a JEOL JSM-6100 SEM. This workshop is offered by 
Greg Anderson, Bates College and enrollment is limited to 5. 
C. Pe^rz 
ALL expenses (transportation, meals, lodging, etc.) will be paid 
by NECUSE. Application deadline is March J9. For application 
forms or additional information on the workshop of interest to 
you, please contact: 
Professor Joe Pelliccia 
Department of Biology 
Bates College 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
(207) 786-6107 
•NECU32 member institutions are: Anbarst College, Batas College, 
Bovdoin College, Brown Univarsity, Colby Collaga, Dartmouth 
Collaga, Harvard Univarsity, Collage off tha Holy Cross, 
Middlebury Collage, Mount Holyoke Collage, Smith Collaga, Trinity 
Collage, Wellesley Collaga, Wesleyan University, Williams 
College, and Yale University. 
It has recently come to our attention, 
there Is something lacking . We don't 
know what to say but...it might be KEN. 
We're not sure, however? Could there be 
a need for cake? Curious... Brought to 
you by Mr. Magic's Birthday Parade 
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Faculty Perspectives On The Gulf War: 
Vietnam War Veteran Discusses Allied Activity in the Gulf 
This interview is the first in a 
series which will allow members of the 
faculty to express their views and opinions 
on issues about the Gulf War that fall un¬ 
der their expertise. The first interview is 
with Chris Beam, currently the director of 
the Muskie Archives, and a veteran of the 
war in Vietnam. During the 1990 Fall se¬ 
mester, Beam was the instructor of a Jun¬ 
ior-Senior seminar entitled "The United 
States In Vietnam: 1941-75." 
by Jon Custis 
Reporter: Air power, it won the day. 
Can you give any insights as to why? 
Beam: Apparently in the last twenty 
years there's just been a dramatic im¬ 
provement in military technology 
across the board. And that would in¬ 
clude the accuracy of aerial bombard¬ 
ment ... to the point where aerial 
bombing is as accurate as artillery. 
And also, it appears that during this 
war the Iraqis didn't really have a 
defense against airpower. They had 
anti-aircraft capabilities around 
Baghdad and places like that but it 
apparently wasn't that effective... In 
a sense though this is the kind of war 
the United States has been training for, 
for forty years, in Europe, where 
there's an emphasis on armor, artil¬ 
lery, airpower, on the plains of Eu¬ 
rope. And here the United States is 
fighting in a desert where mobility is 
really an advantage and the opposing 
side really has no cover. 
Reporter: A lot of people, as you 
could expect, drew parallels to Viet¬ 
nam. Have you seen any possible 
connections you could make between 
the two conflicts? 
Beam: Well, I wouldn't call them 
parallels. Each war is different, this 
one is obviously different. You could 
make comparisons; I guess I'm struck 
as much by the differences as much by 
any similarities. The only similarities 
I see are that I think this conflict has its 
origins in the problems left over from 
the colonial period. That's a very gen¬ 
eral statement, because you're dealing 
with radically different situations. The 
boundaries of Vietnam in 1954 were as 
a result of the French colonization of 
Vietnam and it left a lot of problems 
unresolved. Similarly the boundaries 
in the Middle East were drawn by the 
Turks and later by the British and the 
French and it too left a lot of unre¬ 
solved problems...A crucial difference 
is that the North Vietnamese were 
getting aid from China up until 1969 
and throughout the conflict from the 
Soviet Union, whereas Iraq was get¬ 
ting nothing. 
Reporter: Do you think, in this case, 
that the restrictions placed on the 
media were justified? 
Beam: There have always been re¬ 
strictions on the press in wartime on 
operational details. The Vietcong and 
the North Vietnamese, what they 
knew about the disposition of U.S. 
forces, they didn't get from television. 
They had no idea... What was known 
about the disposition of forces like 
where the U.S. 1st Marine Division 
was located in Vietnam, was common 
knowledge ... The press restrictions 
are a big issue among some people, 
including those who oppose this op¬ 
eration as I did, but frankly television 
media really doesn't add much, even 
if they gave these folks carte blanch- 
allowed them to go anyWhere they 
want-1 don't think it would produce 
much of real value in terms of making 
an informed judgement on this. But I 
think the restrictions on the press 
because the United States really has 
no consistent policy on tyranny and 
aggression. It tolerates and indeed 
supports some tyrannies, and acts of 
aggression and opposes others. 
There's no real moral principle in¬ 
volved here. I mean, if Kuwait were 
exporting broccoli, the United States 
would not go to war. I know the Bush 
administration denies that oil has 
anything to do with it, but that's true. 
Now this is not to justify what 
Saddam Hussein did, I condemn it, 
Chris Beam, Director of Muskie Archives. Emily Romero Photo. 
were a result of a belief on the part of 
the military command that somehow 
the media screwed things up in Viet¬ 
nam, and I don't think that was the 
case. And I think a number of schol¬ 
ars have gone back and taken a look at 
public attitudes about the Vietnam 
War and they correlate it not to what 
the people saw on T.V., but the fact 
that the war just sort of dragged on 
and on and on and with no 
discemable result. 
Reporter: Why your opposition to 
the war? 
Beam: It's a couple of things. First of 
all, the United States is acting incon¬ 
sistently in opposing Saddam 
Hussein's aggression against Kuwait, 
but the question of mobilizing this 
huge force and going to war, I don't 
think was justified in this instance. 
The second thing that really 
bothers me is that up until August 2, 
1990, the United States, the Bush 
administration's position, and the po¬ 
sition of its predecessor the Reagan 
administration, was that Saddam 
Hussein's regime was a regime that 
the United States could do business 
with, despite evidence coming from a 
number of sources saying that this 
guy was a brutal dictator. You know, 
the gassing of the Kurds, was not only 
well known, but occurred before the 
invasion of Kuwait, and the State De¬ 
partment knew about it. Likewise, 
EXERCISE 





■ 1 ■ The American Red Cross in Maine 
Give. Volunteer. Receive. 
now again, this is something that 
needs to be investigated more thor¬ 
oughly, is the extent to which the 
United States had some indication 
that Saddam Hussein was planning 
some sort of military action against 
Kuwait. They knew that there were 
serious problems between Kuwait 
and Iraq, over oil pricing, over 
boundaries, over allegations that the 
Kuwaitis were stealing, doing slant 
drilling into Iraqi oil fields. I don't 
know if they were true but I think they 
certainly should have been investi¬ 
gated ... What gets me is that the Bush 
administration just did it, set this pro¬ 
cess in motion without any substan¬ 
tive discussion. And so now here I am 
really questioning whether we should 
be doing this, and I'm in the position 
now of "Hey, I'm undercutting the 
troops," and all this stuff and I con¬ 
sider that a form of political blackmail. 
Reporter: What do you think would 
be a good policy for the United 
States regarding the future balance 
of power in the Persian Gulf? 
Beam: One of the problems with us¬ 
ing force against Saddam Hussein is 
this: Bush says we cannot let aggres¬ 
sion stand, okay? Well, the United 
States, I don't think, could go to war 
again like this. Just the costs of 
mounting this kind of operation and 
the terrible risks are just too great. So, 
the lesson that was taught to Saddam 
Hussein can't be applied elsewhere. 
It's not going to stop President Assad 
of Syria from invading Lebanon again. 
It sure isn't going to stop the Israelis 
from invading Lebanon again, they 
know the U.S. isn't going to hard- 
knuckle them. 
On the other hand I think the 
United States is in a position where it 
can play, or try to play, the honest 
broker... The United States is now in 
a very good position to put the screws 
to the Israelis to the extent of consid¬ 
ering the idea of establishing a Pales¬ 
tinian state ... As far as the other 
countries are concerned, a lot of them 
have very serious problems... I don't 
think the United States is in a position 
to use military force again ... I think 
the United States is ill advised to ig¬ 
nore instances of repression or tyr¬ 
anny for the sake of a close alliance in 
the future. 
■riarmHnwMnjm 





1054 Sabattus Street 
777-3700 
We Deliver 
Now receive a free quart of 
french fries with the purchase 
of a 16" pizza from Steve's. 
Offer expires on 3/22/91. 
GIVE US A TRY! 
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U.S. Representative of the FMNL Appeals For A Liberated El Salvador 
by Tabitha Sparks 
Copy Editor 
Gladis Sibrian, the U.S. Rep¬ 
resentative of the Farabundo Marti 
National Liberation Front and the 
Democratic Revolutionary Front of El 
Salvador, spoke last Wednesday night 
in Olin on "Washington's War from 
the Middle East to El Salvador". Re¬ 
vealing the Salvadorean government 
to be operating under a military dicta¬ 
torship, Sibrian discussed the U.S.'s 
involvement in El Salvador's political, 
economic, and military agenda, and 
its tie to El Salvador's long history of 
internal unrest. 
"There has been a war in El 
Salvador for the last 11 years," stated 
Sibrian, "... in El Salvador there is no 
democracy .. . we live under condi¬ 
tional social and economic injustice." 
For 60 years the country has been un¬ 
der military control, and Sibrian de¬ 
scribed the aim of the Farabundo 
Marti National Liberation Front 
(FMLN) as the abolition of that au¬ 
thority: "The monopoly of power ... 
of the military ... is what we are try¬ 
ing to change." 
Calling for this impunity, the 
FMLN is "presenting a proposal (to 
the Salvadorean government) which 
calls for profound changes within the 
Armed Forces; (the) proposal calls for 
total demilitarization of the Salvador¬ 
ean society." 
Sibrian described a deeply in¬ 
grained resistance to peaceful nego¬ 
tiation in her country, based on the 
past dependence on using arms to 
solve problems. While the FMLN and 
other leftist organizations have at¬ 
tempted to influence the military 
domination with peaceful strikes and 
demonstrations, Sibrian reported that 
most Salvadoreans consider arms the 
only alternative to "change these 
structural injustices." 
The U.S. involvement in El 
Salvador's military dictatorship only 
serves to perpetuate this dependency 
on arms, said Sibrian. To paraphrase, 
because our country 
"professionalizes" the Salvadorean 
military (and supplies it with high- 
tech military arms), our reputation as 
a democracy has been sincerely ques¬ 
tioned by those interested in reform¬ 
ing El Salvador. 
The FMLN's impunity is a 
"call for justice," expanded Sibrian, 
for "justice has never been exercised 
(in El Salvador)- an officer from the 
army has never been in a trial . . . 
anyone who speaks out about injus¬ 
tices in the Salvadorean country will 
be killed in El Salvador." Neverthe¬ 
less, Sibrian recounts that the govern¬ 
ment tells the FMLN that the power 
of the Armed Forces is not negotiable. 
Sibrian recognizes that the 
amount of money spent on military 
power threatens all other facets of El 
Salvador's economy and society. In a 
country plagued by severe malnutri¬ 
tion, unemployment, and the concen¬ 
tration of wealth (60% of El Salvador's 
economy) in only 50 families, the fi¬ 
nancial emphasis on the military sig¬ 
nifies to Sibrian a grave inequity. 
Besides an unfair distribution 
of money, Sibrian called attention to 
the fact that military action has de¬ 
stroyed 75% of the country's natural 
resources, and "now (Salvadorean 
land) can't produce for the next 15-25 
years." 
"The way to stop the war (in 
El Salvador) is through ... a political 
solution," reiterated Sibrian. But, she 
went on to describe the unwillingness 
of the government to confer with pro¬ 
testing citizens and organizations: the 
FMLN is the only political group that 
has been allowed to meet with the 
government and address political and 
societal problems first hand, and non- 
violently, what Sibrian calls "a major 
accomplishment." While she would 
like other political parties to have the 
same opportunity, Sibrian says that 
"the Salvadorean government has not 
accepted that." 
Sibrian addressed the in¬ 
volvement of the U.S. in El Salvador's 
civil war, saying that if the war ends, 
the U.S. will withdraw funds now 
supplied to the military forces- an in¬ 
come that the Salvadorean military 
has depended upon for the last ten 
years, a major investment power in El 
Salvador. "So of course the Salvador¬ 
ean Armed Forces don't want to end 
the war," Sibrian concluded. Obvi¬ 
ously, the U.S. has great determinant 
power in El Salvador's political orga¬ 
nization. 
Because Salvadorean elec¬ 
tions are coming up on March 10, 
Sibrian urgently said that "we have a 
deadline to achieve peace, to achieve 
democracy." Her speech was an at¬ 
tempt to convince the audience that 
U.S. citizens can appeal to Congress to 
stop foreign aid to El Salvador- the 
money used by the Salvadorean mili¬ 
tary to control the country. If Con¬ 
gress goes into negotiation regarding 
aid to El Salvador before March 10, 
and aid to El Salvador is cut, then the 
political candidates up for election on 
the 10th will necessarily have to nego¬ 
tiate internal reform, as the military 
will have lost its primary source of 
funding. "Members of Congress need 
to hear about this... we leave it in your 
hands, our future ... in this negotia¬ 
tion process, we are not the negotiat¬ 
ing power." 
Sibrian fears that the United 
States has been misinformed, that 
popular opinion and Congressional 
opinion is that El Salvador's left is 
striving towards communistic mea¬ 
sures, and therefore the continuation 
of military control is somewhat justi¬ 
fied. 
Sibrian called for peaceful ne¬ 
gotiation in El Salvador, made pos¬ 
sible by the discontinuation of U.S. aid 
to the Salvadorean military, and 
therefore the probable reformation of 
military domination. Addressing 
those Americans who oppose the war 
in the Persian Gulf, Sibrian urged 
them to express their desire for non¬ 
military negotiation in El Salvador as 
well. "This is a call to the United 
States," she said, "eleven years of war 
is enough... we can create better in El 
Salvador." 
International Women’s Week: March 8-15,1991 
"Continuum 
SATURDAY, MARCH9 j 
8:00 p.m. 
Concert a performance of indigenous 
music, song and dance, particularly 
of African origin, by Kwanzaa Per¬ 
cussion Ensemble, a Vermont-based 
ensemble of women dedicated to pro¬ 
moting global awareness and com¬ 
munication between culturally di¬ 
verse communities. Free. Olin Arts 
Center Concert HalL 
1#' FRIDAY, MARCH 8 
' 1: 7:00 p.m. 
Lecture: Bernice Magnu s-Brown, As¬ 
sistant Professor of Education at the 
University of Maine, will bespeaking 
on 'The Struggles of Black Women of 
Academe." Free. Chase Hall Lounge 
TUESDAY, MARCH 12 
10:00 p.m. 
Film: "The Handmaid'sTale," the story 
of a young woman’s struggle for dig¬ 
nity in an oppressive society of the 
future; directed by Volker 
Schlondorff and starring Faye 
Dunaway,Robert Duvall and Natasha 
Richardson. Free. Filene Room, 
Pettigrew HalL : 
MONDAY, MARCH 11 
7:00 p.m. 
Lecture: marine ecologist Sonia 
Ortega, program director of the Fac¬ 
ulty Awards for Women Program at 
the National SdenceFoundation, will 
speak on "Perspectives of a Hispanic 
Woman in Science." Free. Chase Hall 
Lounge. 
SUNDAY, MARCH lO 
7:00 p.m* 
Lecture: Deborah Hertz, Associate 
Professor of History at the State Uni* 
versify of New York and an authority 
on Jewish woman’s culture, will dis- 
cuss "Jewish Womltt fist and Future: 
The Lure of Assimilation and the Puli 
of Roots." Free. Chase Hall Lounge. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 14 
4:00 P.M. 
Lecture:Ruth Hsiao, lecturer inAsian- 
American literature at Tufts Univer¬ 
sity, will speak on "In Two Worlds: 
Images of Asian-American.Women 
in Literature.” Free. Chase Hall 
Lounge. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13 
7:30 p.m. 
Lecture: Bonnie Spanier, director of 
and faculty member in the women’s 
studies program at the State Univer¬ 
sity of New York at Albany, on "Rep¬ 
resentations of Life at the Cellular 
and Molecular Levels: the Impact on 
Gender and Related Ideologies. Free. 
Chase Hail Lounge. 
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Assault 
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
on the Administration to meet a list of 
demands by Friday, March 8 at 9:00 
a.m., including the issuance of "an of¬ 
ficial statement condemning rape and 
acts of sexual harassment on the Bates 
campus," and "a written response" 
stating that a security alert should al¬ 
ways be released "within 24 hours" of 
a report of an attack. 
After consulting with Presi¬ 
dent Donald Harward, Dean Branham 
sent a letter to the Bates community 
early yesterday morning stating that 
"the campus is normally notified 
within twenty-four hours of an epi¬ 
sode. We are committed to continuing 
that practice. Brief reporting delays 
may have occurred where miscom- 
munication or misinformation pre¬ 
cluded immediate action." 
The letter contained no offi¬ 
cial statement condemning acts of 
sexual harassment, and no further let¬ 
ters responding to the "concerned 
students'" demands are expected to 
follow. "We believe that (Office of the 
Dean of Students letter) is an appro¬ 
priate response," said Dean Branham. 
The investigation into the as¬ 
sault is continuing, and anyone hav¬ 
ing information which could lead to 
the apprehension of the subject is 
asked to call Officer Sherri Brooks at 
the Security Department (786-6254) or 
Detective Bob Macdonald at the 
Lewiston Police Department (784- 
6421). 
Recipients of TLC Lift products! TLC Lift has sent out eleven packages to women serving in the 
Middle East, and will continue to do so until all of the women return home. The organization has sent five boxes 
to women from the Lewiston-Auburn area, and six packages to close friends or relatives of people in the Bates 
community. TLC Lift still needs donations to help defray incurred costs and to help with future expenses. 
People interested in supporting TLC Lift may contact Elaine Makas at 786-6426, or Lori Haskins at 784-5684. 
Business Affairs Office Looks Into Phones 
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
system could also be implemented to 
perform other functions. Some sug¬ 
gestions include security phones in 
each residence, BCTV in each resi¬ 
dence, computer network access to 
rooms, voice mail, and maintenance 
controls. Weston maintains that all of 
these options remain on the school's 
"wish-list." 
The current telephone system 
provides service for administration, 
faculty, and staff, but students must 
deal privately with the phone com¬ 
pany. If the plan were approved, the 
students would work directly through 
the college and would pay their bills 
to the school. In turn, Bates would 
then pay the phone company, said 
Weston. A similar system is now in 
place at Colby College, with each stu¬ 
dent using a "Colby Card" for long 
distance phone calls. 
If a plan is approved by the 
Board of Trustees, a committee in¬ 
cluding students would be established 
to discuss students' needs and desires 
for the phone system. If the plan fol¬ 
lows the AT&T schedule, phones 
should be in rooms by September 1, 
1991. 
NOW THAT YOU'VE 
MADE UP YOUR 
MIND, 




Labatts btls. $4.39 6 pk. 
Golden Anniversary Beer $9.50 cs 
Bud 12 pk. $7.38 
Rolling Rock12 pks. $8.09 
$3.99 12 pk of Coke or Pepsi 
Now with Bates I.D. get 
10% of all imported 
beers on Thursday nights 
Over 150 different types of Beer 
Large selection of Imported Wines 
Soda, Kegs, Cups, Ice, Cigs 236'BartCett St. Leutiston, Me. 
Great Prices 783-4277 
TEACH IN AN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
CERTIFICATION NOT REQUIRED. NO FEE CHARGED TO THE CANDIDATE 
IES is the only non profit school placement organization 
Each year we interview at over 70 colleges and universities 
and counsel seniors about independent school careers 
An IES recruiter will interview applicants on 
Monday and Tuesday, March 18th and 19th 
Contact your career office for more information. 
Independent Educational Services • 353 Nassau Street • Princeton, NJ 08440 
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American Express 
Announces A Great New 
Travel Program. 
Now students can get the Card 
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental 
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each. 
There’s only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending 
a lot of money And that’s by getting the American Express® Card. 
It’s the only card that offers an exciting new travel program 
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on 
Continental Airlines. 
Just look at the map and pick the place you’d like 
to visit. If it’s on your side of the Mississippi River, you 
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or, 
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip. 
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the 
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because 
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations 
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is 
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night. 
In addition to this great travel program, you’ll also enjoy all 
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student 
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa¬ 
tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable 
discounts from leading retailers. 
But remember, there’s only one way to get all this—and that’s 
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank 
address and account number on hand). What’s more, 
with our special student offer, it’s easier to get the 
Card now while you’re still in school than it may 
ever be again. 
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new 
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide. 
Membership Has Its Privileges* 
'ArtERKWl'ffiYg-. 
m RELATED 
» hA SERVICES 
An American Express company 
CALL 1-800-942-AMEX 
If you re already a Cardmember there’s no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving soon CONTINENTAL 
Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. 
ORPHAN ANNIE’S 
96 COURTS! 
ANTIQUE & CURIO SHOP 




FOR BATES STUDENTS 
A wide array of collectibles, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone to 
estate jewelry, pierced earrings, clothing from the 1890’s to 
the 1950’s and other fine things from the past. 
CELLOPHANES 
Translucent Hair Gloss 
If you want a dramatic change or 
just to enhance your highlights. 
All natural ingredients 
For truly natural hair 
Now offering $2.00 off through 
March with Rick, Wendy, Gerry ■ 
cellophane specialists 
203 College St. 786-3363 
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Administration Responsible 
for Campus Awareness 
Once again, Bates deals with the reality of a sexual assault on 
campus, this time, in the library, during the afternoon. This event 
illicits two basic responses: anger that not enough is being done 
to protect the student body, and a feeling of helplessness that 
nothing can be done to truly protect students from assault. Nei¬ 
ther response is completely correct. The Administration tries hard 
to handle these situations so as to best inform the community, 
and this helps us protect ourselves, but the Administration is not 
infallible and if sexual assault can happen in the library during 
the afternoon, it can happen anywhere where we least expect it. 
Both student responses seem totally negative. In the days fol¬ 
lowing an incident, the campus predictably divides up and takes 
sides in what appears to be a futile battle to define a problem 
neither side seems to feel will ever get solved. 
Indeed, none of us can ever hope to see the end of sexual ha¬ 
rassment and rape. This is not pessimism, but reality. Adminis¬ 
tration can not end the threat or fear of rape on this campus, since 
the Adminstration cannot control the societal attitudes toward 
sexism and violence which form the root of the problem. So why 
bother complaining about delayed notice after an incident? 
What we must try to remember is that we will never know the 
rapes that we prevent. We will never know about the woman 
who walked home safely because a would-be rapist ran into six 
posters with his suspected face on them and was dissuaded from 
taking action before he ran into her. We won't hear about the 
men who thought twice about letting female friends walk home 
alone despite their insistnce that "they'll be okay." 
We will never know how many women, upon receiving a se¬ 
curity alert in their mailboxes, made a conscious decision not to 
run alone on the night a rapist was planning another attack. Al¬ 
though we often hear that we must always remain aware of risk, 
nothing changes behavior like an immediate threat. 
In light of those rapes and assaults that we forget about, the 
ones that we have been spared, we must remember that we are 
not helpless. Nobody could have stopped a determined maniac 
from attacking his unlucky victim in Ladd Library, but quick 
posting of a description and a sketch may have foiled a second 
attempt, and so we must not dismiss our notification as unim¬ 
portant. The Administration acts in our best interest, but not to 
perfection, not this time. A blunder in security cost the Bates 
Campus several days of awareness. 
This does not mean that everyone working for the college is 
out to hide important truths from us: it means that we must con¬ 
tinue to remind Security and Administration that we are relying 
on them to help us help ourselves, that we do not feel helpless. 
Continuous criticism of the Administration may be unfounded 
and extreme, but completely ignoring a two day delay in notifi¬ 
cation sends the wrong message too, one of indifference and lack 
of confidence in any administrative action at all. 
The views expressed in columns and letters to the editor 
voice the opinions of the writers and not necessarily 
those of the Editorial Board of the Bates Student. 
Letters to the Editor 
Rape Survivor: 
To the Editor: 
I would like to make Rape 
Awareness Week more personal by 
telling you my story: 
I was raped at age four by a family 
"friend." 
I experienced sexual harassment ver¬ 
bally for the first time at age 10. I 
wasexually harassed physically for the 
first time at age 13. This has continu¬ 
ally happened ever since more times 
than I can remember. 
I was offered a role in a porno flick 
"Not A Statistic" 
over the phone at age 14. 
I experienced attempted date rape at 
age 15. 
I was sexually harassed over the 
phone at leastonce a week for a year. 
I got to know 4 womyn last week who 
have either survived rape, molesta¬ 
tion, incest or sexual harassment. We 
are not a statistic, we are not rare, we 
are right next to you, and we are 
SURVIVORS!!! 
A woman in the class of '92 
Dorm Vacation Policy Unfair to 
Students Far From Home 
To the Editor: 
Bates strikes again. What does a 
senior-thesis plagued Californian do 
over February break? Does one go 
skiing in Colorado and take portable 
computer equipment for the chairlift 
or is the better optioon to fly to En¬ 
gland to visit a friend? How about 
flying home where Mom and Dad pay 
for meals, read rough drafts and do 
laundry? No. Instead, we geographi¬ 
cally diverse Batesies (which bates is 
so eager to add to its enrollment list) 
must endure yet another week here on 
the Bates campus. Don't get me 
wrong. I like Bates, but $19,905 is 
ENOUGH. Why must I pay more? 
Yes, for those of you who do not 
know, bates sticks those people who 
cannot go home with a bill for staying 
on campus. This bill ($16 for the week) 
does not pay for much of anything 
(they keep the dorm open for athletes 
anyway and Commons is closed) so 
why are we asked to pay this "token" 
amount? We still have to shell out 
money for groceries if we can find a 
ride to the grocery store! 
I understand that because athletes 
must stay for practices and games 
their fee is paid by the athletic de¬ 
partment, but I have to stay for thesis. 
Why doesn't my department pay for 
my stay on campus? Athletes are also 
given $10 a day for staying on cam¬ 
pus. Why doesn't my department or 
admissions (which is so eager to have 
diversity) pay for me to stay? Is not 
the stranded Californian who must 
pay $500 for a round-trip airline ticket 
or drive 5 days non-stop to get home 
worthy of having their fee waived? 
The issue that most annoys me is 
that Bates insists students pay to stay, 
but they do not even enforce their 
policy! It is time to either give a fi¬ 
nancial breakdown for this unjustified 
$16 fee or it is time to abolish it. 
Respectfully, 
Liz Rynecki '91 
"Blatant Manipulation" by Bush 
To the Editor: 
The presidential letter to college 
students, printed in the Bates Student 
of 18. January, is but one more ex¬ 
ample of a blatant attempt by the Bush 
government to manipulate a segment 
of the American public. 
I commend the Editorial Board for 
its part in the exposure and ultimate 
defeat of such cynical propaganda. 
The Board's response to this particular 
issuance from the White House was 
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Decision to Cancel Classes Not "Political Orthodoxy" 
On January 17 and 18, a majority 
of the faculty and administration 
spent several hours talking about 
Bates. Without an agenda fixed by the 
College's administrative bureaucracy, 
most of the Bates faculty broke from 
their schedules to consider how Bates 
should react to the pressure of current 
events. Although reporters from the 
Steven Hochstadt 
Student were present for both meet¬ 
ings, these unique discussions went 
totally unreported in the Student. A 
few professors and students have of¬ 
fered in print their personal opinions 
on the final decision to cancel classes 
on Martin Luther King Day, but the 
public meetings have not been dis¬ 
cussed publicly. Because these dis¬ 
cussions were so revealing and pow¬ 
erful, and because they pro¬ 
voked their own protests, and because 
those protestors have misrepresented 
what happened there, I wish to de¬ 
scribe the faculty meetings and com¬ 
ment on their significance from my 
own vantage point. 
So rarely do institutions openly 
contemplate their public meaning and 
responsibility, that we have no proce¬ 
dure to follow in the faculty meetings. 
Led by President Harward, but free 
from most constraints on content, the 
faculty revealed its overwhelming in¬ 
terest: communication with students. 
On both days various faculty mem¬ 
bers reported extensively on their in¬ 
teractions with students. On both days 
various faculty members reported ex¬ 
tensively on their interactions with 
students, with the whole person, not 
just the academic achiever, as the 
subject. We probed each other for 
clues about students' emotional well¬ 
being. Across the disciplines, across 
the spectrum of faculty rank, we told 
each other how depressed and disori¬ 
ented students felt, about their hun¬ 
ger for information on the war in the 
Middle East. We could not take a poll 
of all students, but we had felt the 
pulse of the student body. 
Then we debated what to do. Bob 
Branham suggested that classes meet 
voluntarily on Thursday and Friday, 
and Marcus Bruce urged us to cancel 
classes on Martin Luther King Day,"to 
reflect upon Dr. King's contributions 
to world peace, and to reflect upon the 
issues of peace and justice in the 
Middle East." The faculty voted to do 
both. On Friday we worked gradually 
toward a program for Monday, in¬ 
stead of classes, a program directed at 
our universal need for more informa¬ 
tion about the Middle East and for op¬ 
portunities to voice opinions and 
feelings. 
Very little was said in either fac¬ 
ulty meeting concerning individual 
views on our government's policy in 
the Persian Gulf. A few faculty mem¬ 
bers urged more radical protests of 
our involvement in the war or indi¬ 
cated an unwillingness to provide 
supporters of government policy a 
public forum on Martin Luther King 
Day . These voices were in the mi¬ 
nority and consensus quickly moved 
away from these ideas. 
Only by understanding the actual 
flow of discussion in these faculty 
meetings, can one judge the protests 
which cancelling classes occasioned. 
In his interview with the Student. 
Doug Hodgkin justified holding his 
classes on Monday by a variety of 
claims. Although he was present for 
these faculty discussions, he claimed 
to know that the decision to cancel 
classes represented the College taking 
a position on a political issue. He saw 
an "official orthodoxy" expressed in 
the faculty's resolutions. In fact, 
Hodgkin is one of the few who took a 
political position-he openly stated to 
the Student that his decision to hold 
classes was a political statement in 
support of government policy. 
Hodgkin thus made his political state¬ 
ment by coercing other people, the 
students in his class, to attend his lec¬ 
ture. Their freedom to attend official 
College functions on Martin Luther 
King Day was constrained by 
Hodgkin's requirement that they 
make up any work missed in the 
course. In his justification, Hodgkin 
ignored the lengthy faculty discussion 
of student moods and needs, as well 
as the actual content of the resolu¬ 
tions. He claims to know what the fac¬ 
ulty really meant: "I have a certain 
level of political awareness." Another 
version of the same position is reveal - 
ed in the letter to the Student (January 
25, p. 5-6) by Guidera, Marcotte, 
Bernhard, and Mutterperl. Their ti¬ 
rade against the faculty is full of wild 
charges: elitism, radicalism, totalitari¬ 
anism, and irresponsibility. They, too, 
claim the faculty is "one-sided" and 
"close-minded" 
Anyone who attended the faculty 
meetings knows that the charge of 
political orthodoxy does not describe 
the variety of the opinions expressed. 
The idea of imposing a kind of one¬ 
sided political slant to the activities on 
Monday met with virtually no sup¬ 
port. The actual vote to cancel classes 
■ SEE HOCHSTADT, PAGE 10 
Dating by Contract: Gateway to the Perfect Relationship 
I recently saw a book which 
seemed quite accurate, entitled Ev¬ 
erything That Men Know About 
Women which was composed of 
nothing but blank pages. Many 
Richard Samuelson 
tract would be used for all dating situ¬ 
ations so it would not seem awkward. 
Because one is rarely rational on the 
spur of the moment, such a contract 
would allow people to sit back and 
rationally decide what they want, and 
what they said to each other would be 
irrelevant. 
members of the modem world resolve 
this dilemma by saying that when a 
man and a women meet, one of them 
should always ask, directly, what the 
other expects. However, it is quite 
awkward to ask such questions. Also, 
even though I am a man, and know 
nothing about women, I have a feeling 
that the answers given to such ques¬ 
tions are not constant, and change 
with the a variety of factors. 
In light of tins problem, I have a 
solution. I propose that a "dating 
contract" be formulated. Such a con- 
The contract could even be re¬ 
quired by some college regulation 
concerning dating (perhaps a slight 
expansion of the collages non-aca¬ 
demic prerogatives but certainly 
worth the loss of freedom) and filed so 
that if anyone gets angry about some¬ 
thing that they regret that they did, 
there is proof about whether or not 
they did agree to do it. 
The actual contract would consist 
of a series of questions concerning 
what the person wants to do in the re- 
Women Against Women: 
Although I didn't know the signifi¬ 
cance of December 2,1975 at the time, 
I have since come to realize the great 
importance of that day in my life. My 
Jacqueline Epsimos 
nately, the media's portrayal of 
women greatly influences the nega¬ 
tivism associated with feminism. The 
many misconceptions of feminist ide¬ 
ology are extremely disheartening, 
but the division among women is 
most troubling to me. 
brother was bom and I became aware 
of sexism in society. I suppose my 
parents had always served as ex¬ 
amples of gender roles; but it wasn't 
until the birth of Charles that I de¬ 
clared myself a feminist. 
Now that I am 19 years old, defin¬ 
ing myself a feminist is not so easy. As 
a woman it is impossible to ignore the 
sexism that still permeates our cul¬ 
ture, yet sometimes fighting against it 
feels equally impossible. Unfortu- 
I anticipated new experiences 
upon entering college, but I could 
never have prepared myself for the 
lesson I learned my first week at Bates. 
On an Outing Club trip, I engaged in 
a conversation with some women that 
forced me to reevaluate my thinking. 
These women accused me of per¬ 
petuating sexism and oppression by 
my physical appearance. They sug¬ 
gested that by wearing unnatural 
make-up, hairspray, deodorant and 
perfumes I was I was only trying to 
lationship in terms of sexual activity. 
It would be a series of yes/no "Bubble 
questions" starting with "kiss (y/n)" 
All students could fill out 
a relationship survey and 
then the respondents 
could be paired by com¬ 
puter with regard to what 
they expect out of a rela¬ 
tionship. 
get a couple past those embarrassing 
general questions: such as "virginity 
(y/n)." 
Actually, the contracts could be 
used for a larger purpose: a dating 
service. All students could fill out a 
relationship survey and then the re¬ 
spondents could be paired by com¬ 
puter with regard to what they expect 
out of a relationship. Since the aver¬ 
age "relationship" today centers on 
sex, such a service would help stu¬ 
dents to get exactly what they want 
without having to search for it. 
and in a sub-category ("tongue (y/ 
n)") and ending with "sex (y/n)." In 
addition, after the last category, there 
would be a category "positions" with 
several possibilities listed, and a brief 
essay section to elaborate on those that 
are not mentioned. 
The survey could also be useful to 
It seems to me that romance and 
spontaneity in a relationship are fun¬ 
damentally irrelevant, or at least in¬ 
significant compared to knowing ex¬ 
actly what ones partner wants in this 
post-sexual revolution world. There¬ 
fore contracts should go into general 
use immediately. 
Our Own Worst Enemies 
attract and please men. I felt insulted 
and ostracized by the very group 
which I thought I should most identify 
with. 
I couldn't help but think that they 
The prejudices against 
feminism would not be so 
threatening if women 
themselves were not so 
divided... 
made me feel the same way that 
women are often made to feel in the 
political and economic spectrums of 
society. It seems ironic that women 
who can be so angered when told how 
to look and behave inadvertently 
chastise other women in the same 
manner. For the first time I was con¬ 
fused about what it meant to be a 
feminist. 
While I feel fortunate to be a 
woman in the 90's because the advan¬ 
tages and the opportunities I have 
available to me simpiy didn't exist a 
few generations ago, I believe much 
has to be done in order to achieve 
equality for women. 
This desire for equality must and 
should be strong enough to unite all 
women. For the prejudices against 
feminism would not be so threatening 
if women themselves were not so di¬ 
vided. Confidence, independence, 
and strength are qualities for which I 
strive. I am a woman who believes in 
women, but more importantly, I am a 
woman who believes in herself and 
this is what feminism is all about. 
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College Being Transformed Into "Political Instrument"? 
Professor Steven Hochstadt has 
provided an advance copy of his ar¬ 
ticle concerning the cancellation of 
classes on January 21.1 appreciate the 
courtesy that permits a timely re¬ 
sponse. 
Douglas Hodgkins 
Even though faculty largely re¬ 
frained from stating their positions on 
the Persian Gulf war, one need not 
express a view openly in order to take 
a position on an issue, particularly if 
one wishes to deny that that is occur¬ 
ring. Yet, why did thirty-two of the 
faculty oppose the cancellation? I have 
no doubt that a substantial portion of 
them did so because they too per¬ 
ceived this as political position-taking 
by the Faculty. Moreover, many 
members of the student body (both 
supporters and opponents), of the 
College's staff, and of the community 
immediately and independently 
viewed the cancellation of classes as a 
stance hostile to United States policy. 
My oppostion to the cancellation 
of classes was not an attempt to stifle 
discussion of the issue. The long tirade 
on how conservatives try to impose 
their othodoxy therfore irrelevant to 
my role. Surely there were countless 
times that weekend and in evenings 
the next week when programs on the 
Middle East could have been pre¬ 
sented. 
The letter by Guidera, Marcotte, 
Bernhard, and Mutterperl, while us¬ 
ing more provocative language than 
might have been wise, does reflect a 
frustration among many students that 
diversity among the faculty occurs 
only within a certain range or is 
sought only on certain criteria. The 
letter therefore is valuable for brining 
that into the open; I thank them for 
taking the risk. Conservative faculty 
undeniably are in short supply at 
Bates and at most other colleges. De¬ 
spite their scarcity, they certainly are 
not sought in the hiring process. 
I attempted to convey strongly to 
my students that they were free to 
skip my class on January 21; half of 
them did. Although there was some 
element of constraint in the require¬ 
ment to make up the work, this was no 
more serious than, the constraint im¬ 
posed by the mass cancellation of 
classes that many students did prefer 
to attend. 
It is especially puzzling that 
Hochstadt claims that those with my 
perspective assert that intellectuals 
should not venture into politics. My 
own career includes membership on 
state and local boards and comissions, 
presentation of testimony to commit¬ 
tees of the Maine Legislature, and 
participation in election and party 
politics, including service on state and 
national platform committees. I do 
believe that members of college facul¬ 
ties have contributions to make to 
public policy. I do believe they may 
take public positions on issues. Re¬ 
cently, I congratulated the faculty 
sponsor of a petition seeking the boy¬ 
cott of Folger's coffee for taking that 
approach. My objection is to the Fac¬ 
ulty (capital F) taking a position as a 
corporate body. That is what signals 
that there is an orthodoxy, a single 
"correct" position; that is the attempt 
to transform the College into a politi¬ 
cal instrument. 
Better Not Wait For Godot ...He Could Be a Fruitcake 
A young man, while sitting in a 
bathroom stall on the third floor of 
Roger Williams Hall early Monday 
morning asked himself: "Who am I? 
Where am I going? What is life any¬ 
way? It certainly doesn't seem to be 
going anywhere at the moment." As if 
by some unknown force, his questions 
Adam Fifield and 
Adam Tierney 
were answered by a short, obscure 
statement scraped on the side of the 
stall door. This statement cannot be 
repeated in full but can be para¬ 
phrased as the following: In the be¬ 
ginning, life seems bountiful and full 
of promise, but as time goes on, it is 
eaten, digested, expelled and eventu¬ 
ally flushed into a future of unknown 
completion. 
The actual statement, while not re¬ 
lated in the most polite terms, may 
have some validity to it. It is our task, 
in this commentary, to capture that 
validity and eventually refute it. Pretty 
funky paradox, huh? 
What is life, but a series of routines 
and variations thereof, eventually re¬ 
sulting in another's remembrance af¬ 
ter death? Our daily lives tend to fall 
into a cycle, which we often reform but 
never break. It provides us with a dis¬ 
traction during our time on this 
planet. Every day we take a shower 
(or don't), do homework (or don't) 
and relate to the world around us (at 
least we think we do (or don't)). 
One might say that all we 
truly do is wait. We wait 
for food. We wait for 
grades. We wait for long 
and esoteric sentences to 
come to a finite conclu¬ 
sion. 
Overall, life can be likened to a private 
and eternal showing of "Easy Rider" 
with no option to pause or stop for a 
while. 
This is not to say that routines are 
wrong. The fact that they exist may 
keep some people from reconsidering 
their situation and "flushing" them¬ 
selves too early. Human beings use 
routine to better their own lives and 
those of their fellow travelers as well. 
This, in of itself, is a good thing. 
However, when routines become a 
timeless slew of daily, weekly, 
monthly and yearly chores, life ticks 
away rather mockingly. 
One might say that all we truly do 
is wait. We wait for food. We wait for 
grades. We wait for long and esoteric 
sentences to come to a finite conclu¬ 
sion. We wait for everything from 
bedtime to Mr. Godot, and waiting for 
Godot, according to playwright 
Samuel Beckett, is what we do best. 
No matter what we do, Beckett re¬ 
minds, that in the end, we "waste and 
pine....pine and pine" as said by the 
character Lucky. What do our actions 
mean in life? 
What happens to us after we are 
dead? Do we go somewhere else? Do 
we take some time to collect ourselves 
and return in some other more or less 
suitable person or form? Maybe the 
afterlife is like a waiting room in some 
doctor's office, where one is always 
getting closer to the front of the line, 
but never quite reaches the point 
where they are allowed in? If so, what 
kinds of magazines would be there? 
What if all they have is Cosmopolitan 
and the TimeLife series on the super¬ 
natural? These questions and others 
simply lead to other questions as in¬ 
dividuals and groups attempt to find a 
sense of themselves. 
As one contemplates life and time 
and their inseparable bond thereof, 
the issue of personal identity is bound 
to surface. We all ask ourselves what 
marks our identities. Is it your status 
as a Bates students? Your family heri¬ 
tage? Your hair cut? Your fuschia fin¬ 
gernail polish? Your membership in 
the National Arbor Day Foundation? 
Whatever they may be, each one of us 
attaches various material and imma¬ 
terial markings to ourselves as indi- 
What happens to us after 
we are dead? Do we go 
somewhere else? Do we 
take some time to collect 
ourselves and return in 
some other more or less 
suitable person or form? 
viduals. They are what count. 
If we've depressed you with a dis¬ 
mal and routine portrayal of life, we 
allow you to consider this statement 
as consolation and maybe resolution: 
identity breaks routine. To break rou¬ 
tine is to defy time, and this the chal¬ 
lenge we put to you. So go hog-wild- 
buy a can of Moxie at the Den, go to 
Denny's at 4am, expose yourself in the 
library, etc. If you can do these types 
of things, we leave you with our final 
statement: Godot is probably some 
anal-retentive fruitcake, so why wait 
for him? 
Rooming Auction Would Solve Our Two Worst Problems At Once 
One of the most frequent complaints 
of Bates students is that the rooming 
lottery is an unfair system for choosing 
a place to live next year, and that too 
often people get stuck with terrible 
rooms. Supposedly, the numbers 
Brendan Gillis 
which students draw to choose rooms 
are randomly determined. We all 
know this is untrue, since in every 
class, some smart guy gets number 1 
three years in a row, and often two 
people live together for four years and 
neither of them gets a number better 
than 104,986. 
Another serious problem is that 
the endowment of Bates College is too 
small. Although the trustees, deans, 
faculty, etc. want to improve the cam¬ 
pus in many ways, there simply isn't 
enough cash handy to get projects 
started. I have come up with a brilliant 
scheme which will kill two birds with 
one stone—run the rooming lottery as 
auction. 
The auction would work in the 
following manner. Students would 
simply yell out bids for rooms (the 
auction would take place in the 
Chapel or Merrill), and then highest 
bid takes the room. Highly desireable 
rooms would fetch more money than, 
for lack of a better word, lousy rooms- 
just as at an art auction, Rembrandt 
attract tend to attarct more money 
than first grade finger paintings. 
A nice room in Moulton House 
would probably sell for a few thou¬ 
sand dollars, while a room in the 
basement of Page might go for a dime. 
Just imagine it-one of Deans running 
the auction would say, "How much 
am I bid for a third floor Adams 
single, with a nice view of the 
puddle?" "Two Hundred Dollars," 
you shout. Then, if no one outbid you, 
you could reach into your wallet or 
purse, pull out four fifties, and go on 
your merry way. 
Of course, students with sufficient 
amounts of money could bid for more 
than on room, just as at any other type 
of auction people can bid for more 
than one item. If you had around 
$15,000, you could buy a Turner suite 
or a J.B. quad to use as a single, if you 
wished. Or, if you had $10 million or 
so, you could buy all of Rand to use as 
your own personal pleasure palace. A 
little cutthroat, bloodthirsty, merciless 
capitalism never hurt anyone. 
Naturally, there would be a few 
people left after the auction without 
rooms. Students could choose to rent 
their rooms to friends. Professors 
could sublet comers of their offices. 
Others could sleep in Chase Lounge 
or Alumni Gym, and leave their be¬ 
longings in lockers. 
The auction has the potential to 
raise about $5 billion a year or so (just 
a rough estimate). The trustees and 
president could decide to enlarge 
commons, the library, or construct ore 
buildings or classrooms. Or, they 
could choose to undertake more sen¬ 
sible and worthwhile projects, such as 
providing Renaissance artwork, a 
computer, stereo, television, VCR, 
Nintendo, Casio or Roland keyboard, 
pinball machine, tropical fish tank, 
and hot tub for every room, gourmet 
food in Commons (I'll meet you at 
5:30 for some filet mignon and choco¬ 
late mousse), or a Lamborghini for 
every student. 
Who knows, if the auction works 
for choosing rooms, maybe it should 
be used for getting into Commons, 
choosing courses instead of limited 
enrollment, getting another drink at 
parties, waiting to cash a check at the 
business office...the idea is endless in 
its applicability. 
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Why Perfectly Normal People Can't Find Roommates 
Your worst nightmare has hap¬ 
pened. It's lottery day, and you don't 
have a roommate. Since all the singles 
went with the first three people in the 
JA/RC lottery (except for Holmes 
House) (that's on Wood Street), you 
are stuck with a randomly assigned 
roommate for the next year. Some 
random person to share a teeny room 
with for a whole year. To share win- 
Jesseca Timmons 
dow shades, a radiator, towel racks, a 
rug, oxygen, heat and light with for a 
whole year. 
You wonder why the person 
you're going to get put with doesn't 
have a roommate. Only losers don't 
have roommates (except for you of 
course, being stuck in extraordinary 
circumstances because nine of your 
best friends are going abroad and the 
rest are all JA's or have smelly pets). 
You try to imagine what will be wrong 
with your new roommate. Maybe it 
will turn out to be that nympho from 
JB you heard about who set up video 
cameras in the shower. Maybe it will 
be the Satan worshipper from Rand 
who always used to bring home 
people she met in the Lewiston 
graveyard at night. Or that freak from 
Hedge who liked to light things on 
fire. 
You think to yourself, come on, 
she won't be that bad! Whoever it is, 
she probably doesn't have a room¬ 
mate for a perfectly logical reason, like 
all her friends transferred, or she 
couldn't get into a triple, or she has a 
contagious hair follicle condition that 
Your worst nightmare has 
happened. It's lottery day, 
and you don't have a 
roommate... 
everybody else already knows about. 
Or maybe this person doesn't have a 
roommate because she's really 
friendly and wants to meet new 
people. She wants to befriend nerds. 
You think about the worst thing 
that could possibly happen-that you 
get paired with your old roommate 
from Smith who you stuck with the 
top bunk under the fire alarm all year. 
You remember how you never 
saved space for her on the towel rack. 
How you rearranged all her stuff 
while she was gone for the weekend. 
How you took down all her posters 
that you didn't like, thinking, she'll 
never notice! You think about the time 
you wore her favorite outfit to the 
Tacky Party, and she found out. 
About the time you melted out the 
bottom of her hotpot and blamed it on 
the subfrosh. You think about the time 
you had four friends from home up 
and two of them slept in her bed and 
you didn't bother to ask her because, 
hey, she never minds anything! 
You remember the music wars— 
you wanted The Joshua Tree 24 -hours a 
day with a short break for Faith at 
midnight, and she wanted something 
your parents would listen to, like Bach 
or the Mamas and the Papas or some¬ 
thing. She lost out because it was your 
radio. Your other roommates were no 
better. One wanted Tiffany, the other 
wanted the Circle Jerks. The four of 
you always compromised with James 
Taylor. You all hate him now. 
You think about other roommates 
you've known. The one with the big 
snake that had to be fed live, cute little 
mice whole about every half hour. 
Your roommate would let it slither 
around the room in search of other 
adorable harmless things to suck 
down and destroy. One time it ate the 
pom-pom off your slippers and threw 
it up all over your rug. Your room¬ 
mate felt sorry for the snake and 
yelled at you, and you said, thanks 
very much, I love living with you, 
your dead mice and your snake vomit, 
but let's not be roommates ever again. 
Your next roommate was the lov¬ 
able acid-head. You would come back 
from class and she and all her friends 
would be gathered around your desk, 
staring at the bagel you brought back 
from Commons. You'd have to go to 
the water fountain with them to chase 
away all the cows. Big, soft, hairy 
cows. If they all got really motivated 
they would go downstairs and stare at 
your old roommates snake and watch 
it eat something. 
The roommate after that couldn't 
stand you because you were too neu¬ 
rotic. Okay, just because you have to 
sleep with the windows shut and the 
heat all the way up, listening to Ocean 
Okay, just because you 
have to sleep with the 
windows shut and the 
heat all the way up, lis¬ 
tening to Ocean Sounds II, 
with a large glass of 
grapefruit juice nearby, 
you're not that bad to live 
with. 
Sounds II, with a large glass of grape¬ 
fruit juice nearby, you're not that bad 
to live with. Just because you talk to 
imaginary friends in your sleep and 
periodically stay up all night to 
cleanse your soul doesn't mean you're 
no fun to have around! 
So whoever your new roommate 
is, you think to yourself, she couldn't 
possibly by worse than anything 
you've already dealt with. No more 
reptiles, no more cows, no more fights 
over food, pot-pourri spray and mid¬ 
night seances. No more rotting spa¬ 
ghetti pots under the bed, no more 
Nepali dung-scented incense. This 
year will definitely be different. Or 
maybe, this year, you'll just get a 
single. 
Hochstadt 
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on Martin Luther Ling Day was 53 in 
favor and 32 against, evidence of nor¬ 
mal disagreement, not orthodoxy. 
Yet this claim, that our willing¬ 
ness to openly discuss foreign policy 
represents liberal orthodoxy and un¬ 
warranted politicization of the faculty, 
serves a rhetorical purpose for the 
right. It tends to hide the real ortho¬ 
doxy of public culture, represented 
these days by the virtual ban on radio 
play of songs like John Lennon's 
"Give Peace a Chance". In the current 
political atmosphere, it is war protest¬ 
ors who must suffer the impugning of 
their patriotism for expressing politi¬ 
cal opinions, as daily letters to the lo¬ 
cal newspaper demonstrate. 
Actual legislative bodies in 
America have tried to enforce an or¬ 
thodoxy, within the lifetimes of the 
faculty. This was the orthodoxy of the 
right, represented by McCarthyism 
but going well beyond him, pervading 
the entire structure and operation of 
the American legislative system for 
several decades. But a student will 
not discover that fact in a course on 
American legislative behavior. No 
wonder Guidera et al. are so misin¬ 
formed about what a political ortho¬ 
doxy really looks like. 
The widespread protests in reply 
to any questioning of our foreign 
policy serve to stifle open discussion. 
Conservatives at Bates and elsewhere 
try to focus attention on the legitimacy 
of protest as a diversion from discuss¬ 
ing our government's policy. In the 
guise of protesting the faculty deci¬ 
sion, public voices of conservatism on 
the campus were raised against open 
forums on Middle Eastern issues and 
the war. 
In this view, intellectuals should 
not venture into politics, should not 
make their views known as a body, 
should stay within academic bound¬ 
aries, should remain "objective" by 
not expressing opinions. When the 
Bates faculty just teaches, it represents 
a brain trust to be proud of, to pay 
high tuition to hear. But when we ap¬ 
ply this acclaimed knowledge to our 
world, we need to be disparaged or 
silenced. In this case even the faculty's 
decision to discuss a current crisis 
openly, explicitly without any prede¬ 
termined orthodoxy, must be pro¬ 
tested. Too much open discussion can 
lead away from that unquestioning 
support of the state which conserva¬ 
tives define as patriotism. 
The focus on Martin Luther King 
day is not coincidental. In the last few 
years, conservatives have begun to 
claim that they are the real friends of 
racial minorities. The students' letter 
tries to defend Martin Luther King 
day against 
"politicization" by liberals, as if King's 
civil rights struggle had been some¬ 
thing other than a political struggle 
against conservative supporters of a 
racist status quo. Conservative 
spokespersons, like Dinesh O'Souza, 
the former Reagan official who visited 
Bates on January 30, accuse propo¬ 
nents of affirmative action of the being 
the real racists. In fact, conservatives 
have created the need for affirmative 
action through years of fighting every 
advance in promoting equality for ra¬ 
cial minorities in America. Conserva¬ 
tives, however, are unwilling to dis¬ 
cuss the need to promote equality, 
claiming that they have now achieved 
color-blindness, and gloating over the 
weaknesses of affirmative action. De¬ 
spite overwhelming evidence that Af¬ 
rican-Americans are still disadvan¬ 
taged at every level of the educational 
system, conservatives have insisted 
that an attempt to hire three African- 
Americans to teach in African-Ameri¬ 
can studies would be illegal. Conser¬ 
vatives were silent about equality 
when white males monopolized aca¬ 
demic jobs. Suddenly in the minority 
at a few colleges, they proclaim con¬ 
cern for equality, equal treatment for 
white males against the discrimina¬ 
tory demands of women and minori¬ 
ties. Celebrating Martin Luther King 
Day is a political statement, a state¬ 
ment for equality, democracy for all, 
political justice. Thus conservatives 
try to conduct business as usual on 
that commemorative day. But that's 
not a political stance—that's political 
science. 
Open: Monday - Saturday 
11-Midnight 
Sundays 1-11 
Friday and Saturday 
March 8 and 9 
Kangaroos is featur¬ 
ing BRUCE THERIAULT 
from 8:30 to 12. NO 
COUER! 




American Heart Association 
The 
American Red Cross 
in Maine 
Give. Volunteer. Receive. 
Happy Birthday Kimmy D! 
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Now you can afford to dream in color. 
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If you thought that finding a color 
Macintosh® system you could afford was just a dream, then the 
neu; affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true. 
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers 
that can display only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC 
expands your palette to 256 colors. It also comes with a 
microphone and new sound-input technology that lets you 
personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds. 
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and 
easy to master. And it runs thousands of available applications 
that all work in the same, consistent way-so once you’ve 
learned one program, you’re well on your way to learning them 
all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with 
someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to the 
versatile Apple® SuperDrive™ which can read from and write 
to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks. 
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see 
what it gives you. Then pinch yourself. 
It’s better than a dream-it’s a Macintosh. 
For all of your computer needs visit 
Computing Support Services 
110 Russell Street 
or call 786-6376 
Apple introduces the Macintosh LC. 
The power to be your best™ 
© 1990 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and "The power to be your best” are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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FOCUS: NATIONAL RAPE AND WOMEN’S AWARENESS WEEK 
Administrative Response to Rapes Evaluated 
Some Members of the Bates Community Are Critical of the Administration's Involvement 
"The administration isn't 
going to want to play up to 
any problems on campus. 
They want people to be 
happy here in The 
Bubble." 
-Anonymous Member of 
United Sisters 
Three other cases, two occur¬ 
ring last January and one during the 
summer, were not acquaintances, but 
rather, the identity of the assailants 
remains unresolved and legal action 
was not a chosen option. The last case 
was a formal rape reported to the local 
police. "The assailant was a 
townsperson tried in 1980 and found 
guilty," Branham said. 
"I think there are many more 
cases of unreported acquaintance 
rapes," commented Branham, "(This) 
community is so confined that it's 
very difficult to report a rape. We (the 
administration) are sometimes the last 
to know. That's typically the norm." 
Concerning the reported 
rapes not legally pursued, Branham 
noted that rape victims registered 
names of alleged rapists "in 
the event of a repeat offender." 
Branham confirmed 
that at least one alleged rapist 
currently attends Bates. Asked 
whether or not the adminis¬ 
tration keeps close surveillance 
of this and other alleged rap¬ 
ists, she responded, "We're 
certainly on the alert for re¬ 
ports relating to those indi¬ 
viduals. If we receive another 
report, we (would) go back to 
the victim and ask her to pur¬ 
sue a class action grievance 
against the individual." 
A member of the sup¬ 
port-based group United Sis¬ 
ters expressed serious con¬ 
tempt for the administration 
and in particular, the Student 
Conduct Committee (SCO. 
According to Sister A (who 
wished to remain anonymous), 
Lillian Charron, former assistant director of security. Her former role at the 
college afforded her a unique perspective on the administrative response to 
sexual assault and rape. File Photo. 
Bubble," she continued. Sister B also 
mentioned the transferal of a woman 
who was raped on campus by another 
student. "Because of the stigma at¬ 
tached with rape, she was harassed 
and ended up leaving. He stayed." 
Reacting to this criticism, SCC 
member Deana Giamette '92 claims 
these accusations to be "inaccurate." 
According to Giamette, "It's the 
Deans' discretion to bring cases to the 
SCC. The issue of rape has yet to come 
to the SCC." Giamette recounted, 
"We were called into a meeting and 
F. Celeste Branham, dean of students. File Photo. 
a recent campus rape occurred where 
formal charges were brought against a 
student "through the proper chan¬ 
nels" of the SCC, though "the ultimate 
say was that the SCC refused to hear 
the case," stated Sister A. 
Although she feels Branham 
"did all she could, the case was 
dropped and her (the victim's) voice 
was silenced," Sister A added. 
Another United Sisters mem¬ 
ber, Sister B, views the administration 
with equal cynicism. "The problem is 
a societal problem where women ac- 
asked whether or not we were ready." 
It was resolved that the SCC was in 
fact not prepared to hear such a trial, 
and consequently, Giamette said that 
the SCC is "looking outside itself, ex¬ 
ploring counsel and judges, to get ad¬ 
vice and prepare itself to deal with a 
rape case." 
In defense of the SCC, 
Branham affirmed, "The SCC did not 
feel prepared for dealing with cases of 
sexual assault. Right now, rape is not 
possible to pursue through the col¬ 
lege. It could have gone through the 
could even be an embrace, not rape." 
Sympathizing with a victim's 
frequent choice to drop formal 
charges, Branham remarked, "It's (the 
legal system) not a welcoming pro¬ 
cess. It's humiliating, devastating. I 
understand why students are disin¬ 
clined and object (to the court process) 
when they're most vulnerable." 
From a personal perspective, 
Giamette said she believes that "the 
college needs to deal with date rape in 
addition to the courts outside. It 
should be both the college and 
courts," she said. "A lot of 
cases aren't brought to the 
Deans. I think people are 
afraid because the college is so 
"I think there are 
many more cases of 
unreported acquain¬ 
tance rapes ... (this) 
community is so 
confined that it's 
very difficult to 
report a rape." 
- F. Celeste Branham 
small that 17 million people 
are going to know your name," 
she reasoned. "It (fear) 
plagues the campus. I don't 
think I walked on campus 
without my whistle in hand." 
Furthermore, Sister A be¬ 
lieves it was "too much of a coinci¬ 
dence that the composite drawings of 
the alleged summer rapist were taken 
down the day before first-year stu¬ 
dents arrived (this year). They (the 
administration) said it was outdated; 
that it wasn't helpful. If it wasn't 
helpful, why put them up in the first 
place?" she inquired. 
Concerning the removal of 
the composite drawings, Branham re¬ 
torted, "I certainly hadn't asked any¬ 
one to take them down. They were 
by Beck Schoenfeld 
Staff Reporter 
According to Dean of Stu¬ 
dents F. Celeste Branham, six rapes 
were reported on the Bates campus in 
her 11 years as Dean. Clarifying that 
reporting a rape does not necessarily 
involve follow-through with criminal 
prosecution, Branham indicated that 
two instances of alleged acquaintance 
rape were "not pursued through legal 
channels." 
cusing someone of rape have to expect 
someone to point the finger back at 
them. It's reflected in the administra¬ 
tion," she stated. "The administration 
isn't going to want to play up to any 
problems on campus. They want 
people to be happy here in The 
court system," she said. 
Branham stated, "Asa helpful 
definition for the Committee in find¬ 
ing guilt or innocence, we are at¬ 
tempting to deal with assaults as un¬ 
wanted physical contact without hav¬ 
ing to prove intercourse occurred. It 
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taken down after what was perceived 
as being up for a fairly long time - in 
excess of two weeks." She continued, 
"Security and the Lewiston Police re- 
"I get angry when I hear 
all the students coming 
down on the administra¬ 
tion and security. They 
don't want something to 
happen to their students.. 
. the administration isn't a 
group of gods. If it 
weren't on a college 
campus, you would be 
screaming at the police, 
courts, and judges." 
- Alumna Patricia Ringers, 
_’90 
ceived 10 to 20 reports on that com¬ 
posite. It was so general that it was 
hitting a lot of innocent people. There 
wasn't enough description. We felt it 
wasn't an effective composite." 
Former Assistant Director of 
Security Lillian Charron claimed As¬ 
sistant Dean of Students James Reese 
initiated the order to remove the re¬ 
maining composites. "When the last 
ones were hanging, there was a thing 
back and forth in Lane Hall. Dean 
Reese told me to finish removing (the 
pictures). It was noticed that there 
were still pictures up," she recalled, 
adding, "it was getting too close to 
school time. They didn't want to 
cause a panic. It wasn't going to help 
the freshman or parents." 
According to Reese, the pic¬ 
tures were removed either the day 
before the RCs and JAs arrived or the 
day before first-year students arrived. 
"The composite had been up since 
July. Some were down already, but 
admission tour guides said the pic¬ 
tures were in odd places. When we 
realized they were only up in a few 
places, I suggested as a topic of con¬ 
versation taking them down to avoid 
confusion," he explained. 
As Charron was once an inte¬ 
gral figure in rape investigations, she 
stated, "All the stuff there (adminis¬ 
tration) is handled internally." In ad¬ 
dition to the six reported rape cases, 
she knows of one sexual assault that, 
"wasn't quite rape but if the weather 
was in the guy's favor, it would've 
been (rape)," meaning the assailant 
would have committed rape had cir¬ 
cumstances not intervened. 
When asked why most cam¬ 
pus rapes go unreported, she replied, 
"Bates kids won't say anything about 
other Bates kids. They don't want to 
be the ones to pick or label." 
As a more disturbing possi¬ 
bility, Charron refused to comment on 
whether or not the administration 
persuades students to drop charges 
for publicity reasons, responding, "No 
comment." 
Branham denounces any such 
claims concerning administration 
cover-up or conspiracy. "I worked 
hard to get them to go through the le¬ 
gal system. I want it out there - 
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FOCUS: NATIONAL RAPE AND WOMEN’S AWARENESS WEEK 
Womyn's Awareness Seeks Greater Ethnic Diversity 
by Tabitha Sparks 
Copy Editor 
Recognizing similarities be¬ 
tween the issues of race and gender, 
Coordinator of Womyn's' Awareness 
Nathalie Kean '92 is "hoping that 
Womyn's Awareness will become 
more diverse." 
While in previous year this 
organization focused on the concerns 
of white middle to upper class 
women, (in most cases the typical 
Bates female), Kean attempts in her 
leadership of Womyn's Awareness to 
propagate the message that support¬ 
ing women's issues necessitates an 
understanding of the concerns of all 
women, from all racial backgrounds 
and socioeconomic classes. 
"It's not that we must 
agree on everything, but 
we must (recognize) that 
rape, sexism, and other 
issues we deal with here 
effect all women, not just 
white women." 
- Nathalie Kean, *92 
"As a black woman running 
(the organization), I want to be able to 
include everyone," Kean said. En¬ 
compassing all women of color or 
ethnic groups into the group is im¬ 
portant, Kean said, because, "It's not 
that we must agree on everything, but 
we must (recognize) that rape, sexism, 
and other issues we deal with here ef¬ 
fect all women, not just white 
women." 
Ideally, Womyn's Awareness 
seeks to forge an understanding and 
solidarity between all women, 
irregardless of the barriers of racism. 
"Just as I don't expect a les¬ 
bian to walk in the door of 
Womyn's Awareness and leave 
her sexuality behind, I don't ex¬ 
pect a black or Hispanic women 
to walk in the door and leave 
her color behind," said Kean. 
While some people 
think that ethnic issues are ir¬ 
relevant to Womyn's Aware¬ 
ness, Kean insists that the two 
cannot be separated. Further¬ 
more, she suggests that women 
of color may be reluctant to join 
a predominantly white 
Womyn's Awareness because 
they do not want to embrace 
'white women's concerns,' to 
the exclusion of their own con¬ 
cerns, especially if they feel op¬ 
pressed by racism on campus. 
They might be apt to 
say, in Kean's words, "why 
should I take on your white 
woman's issues when you can't 
take on our racism issues?" 
Kean continued, "... women's 
issues have always been per¬ 
taining to white women's prob¬ 
lems," and that racist focus is 
what Kean considers to be her 
biggest obstacle in increasing 
the diversity of Womyn's Awareness 
at Bates. 
Kean pointed out that there is 
a seeming reluctance to join Womyn's 
Awareness not only on the part of 
women of color. While interest in 
women's issues has increased on 
campus, especially in the develop¬ 
ment of a Women's Studies program, 
women have not become involved in 
Womyn's Awareness in such growing 
proportions. 
"This campus is 50% women 
and they (the budget committee) give 
us $2,500 a year for educating the 
campus on women's issues . . . and 
then (people) wonder why there are 
so many problems because of lack of 
education." 
She pointed to the small room 
that Womyn's Awareness and 
GLBSA share in upstairs Chase 
Hall as evidence of the "bot¬ 
tom line priority" delegated to 
those organizations at Bates. 
Kean said that since women's 
issues concern at least half of 
the campus, Womyn's Aware¬ 
ness deserves more respect 
from the administration. 
For Kean, the up¬ 
coming International 
Women's Week, sponsored by 
Womyn's Awareness, "ties 
into my hope of one day seeing 
Womyn's Awareness a more 
diverse group." The con¬ 
tinuum of events includes 
black, Jewish, Hispanic, white, 
and Asian female speakers; 
Kean was disappointed that 
the budget could not include a 
Native American speaker as 
well. 
Perhaps the event 
that best realizes Kean's aims 
in Womyn's Awareness is a 
dancing and singing perfor¬ 
mance on Saturday night, 
called the Kwanzaa Percussion 
Ensemble. With dances from 
Cuban, Haitian, and Nigerian 
origin, performed by a group 
of both black and white dancers, the 
Kwanzaa Ensemble represents diver¬ 
sity within a composite group- what 
Kean hopes to establish in Womyn's 
Awareness. 
Womyn's Awareness Co-coordinators Nathalie 
Kean, '92 and Heidi Johnson, '93. 
Lindsay Goodwin Photo. 
'Safe Walks' Off to Successful Start 
Prominence of Recently Formed Organization Raises Issues of Sexism and Efficacy 
by Rich Woolfson 
Staff Reporter - Advertising Mgr. 
Safe Walks, the student-orga¬ 
nized, volunteer campus patrol, has 
had great success in its first six weeks. 
Yet, according to organizers 
and coordinators Scott Smith 
'91 and Neil Bray '93, their suc¬ 
cess has not come without a lot 
of work, as well as help from 
coordinator Sarah Ireland '93 
and Director of Student Activi¬ 
ties Paul Rosenthal. 
Though the Safe Walks 
coordinators were unable to fill 
all of the weekend slots with 
volunteers, the most recent 
sign-up outside of commons at¬ 
tracted approximately 170 stu¬ 
dents, enough to fill time slots 
from 10:30 P.M. until 1:30 am on 
Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, and from 10:30 Pm 
until 2:30 am on all other nights of the 
week. 
Bray said, "Usually on week¬ 
ends during the first six weeks we 
would have one or two groups out, 
maximum, whereas on other days of 
the week we might have three." 
Bray finds it difficult to rate 
the success of Safe Walks because the 
program is designed to avoid prob¬ 
lems such as crime on campus, and 
unless trouble occurs, one can't tell if 
the program is actually working. Bray 
said, "Who knows how many people 
decided not to approach somebody 
else because they saw a couple of 
people with flash lights and a walkie- 
talkie in the distance?" 
"The fact that there are people 
with walkie-talkies and vests that are 
always out just makes a difference," 
added Smith, who attributed the lack 
of any major breach of security this 
semester on the Bates campus as due 
"in part... to the student participation 
in Safe Walks." 
Smith said that another di¬ 
mension in which safe walks achieves 
its goals is that, "the Safe Walks 
people are not only just a presence, 
but they are extra eyes for security." 
Larry Johnson, director of campus se¬ 
curity, has been very appreciative of 
the students volunteering their time to 
offer this assistance. 
Safe Walks volunteers per¬ 
form several functions in the course of 
their rounds, from giving 
people escorts and removing 
props from doors to cut down 
on campus burglary. Accord¬ 
ing to Smith, the escort service 
aspect of the program has not 
been significantly taken ad¬ 
vantage of by the students at 
Bates. Smith added that the 
less than expected use of the 
escort service is partly due to a 
poor job of publicizing. 
Bray claims that 
"there are people on campus 
who have a legitimate reason 
for not using Safe Walks." He 
said that those people choos¬ 
ing not to use the escort service "feel 
that they are 'taking back the night' 
every time they walk home alone, and 
the fact that the escort service may 
have a man to escort them home is re¬ 
ally disempowering to them." 
These women feel that an es¬ 
cort service with two women making 
up a team as opposed to a woman and 
a man would allow them to better 
achieve their goal of "taking back the 
night." 
Safe Walks in fact does have a 
policy stating that there must be at 
least one woman on every shift, and a 
group of two women is acceptable to 
the coordinators. 
"People are starting to get 
a little bit tired... because 
unfortunately on this 
campus people need some 
kind of big thing to 
happen like a rape to get 
them to actually go out 
and do something about 
it. That's pretty disgus¬ 
ting, but unfortunately it's 
true." 
- Neil Bray, '93 
A problem that plagued the 
organization of Safe Walks is that 
people do not always show up for 
their designated time slots. The coor¬ 
dinators send reminders to the volun¬ 
teers in advance, yet on some eve¬ 
nings only one group out of the three 
scheduled actually patrol the campus. 
Bray believes that the volun¬ 
teers, in some cases, don't show up 
because, "people are starting to get a 
little bit tired . . . because unfortu¬ 
nately on this campus people need 
■ SEE SAFE WALKS, PAGE 14 
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Women's Studies Instructors and Student Majors Assess the Program 
by Bamaby Wickham 
Student Correspondent 
In its first year, the Women's 
Studies program (WS) boasts fifteen 
majors and has helped to promote a 
significant student interest in gender 
related academic courses at the col¬ 
lege. 
Associate Professor of His¬ 
tory, Elizabeth Tobin, director of WS, 
indicated that the program was in fact 
inspired by a strong student demand 
for gender related courses in the cur¬ 
riculum. She commented, "Students 
over the past four years asked and 
organized for it. Because so many 
students wanted to take the gender 
inclusive courses, it indicated a strong 
need for a Women's Studies pro¬ 
gram." 
"There has been much 
debate whether WS 
should be separate or 
whether it should be 
integrated with the 
established departments. 
Until such time that men 
and women become 
equal, a Women's Studies 
Program will be 
necessary." 
- Georgia Nigro 
Tobin mentioned what have 
been a few of the most popular 
courses: Women and Art, Philosophy 
and Feminism, and Women's Culture, 
and Women's World, the only WS 
core course which is not cross-listed 
with another department. 
While this WS 100 course is 
described as, "(seeking) to identify 
and understand the particularly 'fe¬ 
male' aspects of (women's experi¬ 
ence)," interest in WS is far from being 
exclusively female. Males are in a 
number of these classes; one of these 
men is a major. 
Asked of the necessity of 
implementing a WS program at Bates, 
Tobin said, "I think it's important be¬ 
cause, number one, women make up 
slightly more than half of the popula¬ 
tion, and they deserve to be studied, 
and, number two, issues of gender 
and gender roles structure our lives in 
many different ways. Thinking about 
gender allows us to understand the 
world in a very useful way." 
Marjorie Kirschenbaum '92, a 
WS major, added her perspective: "In 
all of the different academic disci¬ 
plines, women have been unrecog¬ 
nized. For example, in the sciences 
and even the social sciences. . . Not 
just women as individuals, but gender 
issues in general." 
Kirschenbaum added that a 
"male focused academia" is caused by 
"women not having part of the deci¬ 
sion making of what we study and 
look at." 
Penny Swift '92, another WS 
major, saw the program purpose in 
light of "the lack of the education 
coming through the departments as 
they are now, and the need for stu¬ 
dents to learn about women in today's 
society." 
One of the major elements of 
the WS program has been exactly 
what place it should hold in the 
college's curriculum. Associate Pro¬ 
fessor of Psychology and a member of 
the WS program, Georgia Nigro, 
stated, "There has been much debate 
whether WS should be separate or 
whether it should be integrated with 
the established departments. Until 
such time that men and women be¬ 
come equal, a Women's Studies Pro¬ 
gram will be necessary." 
Jennifer Perloff '92, Women's 
Studies major and intern, remarked, "I 
don't think that departments will be 
integrated enough for a long, long 
time. I think Women's Studies is a le¬ 
gitimate discipline that stands on its 
own." 
Whether WS is for males is 
another question that majors in the 
program have addressed. Swift said, 
"We look at women's relations to 
other men and to other women. It is 
not like we are studying women in a 
vacuum. I believe WS is for men 
also." 
Perloff added, "Looking at 
male gender and what is male is as 
important at looking at what is female. 
Just looking at women is only part of 
it." Perloff also observed therefore 
that "gender studies" might be a bet¬ 
ter name for the program. 
Kirschenbaum stated her per¬ 
spective, saying, "I think Women's 
Studies is extremely important for 
women because it's a way that they 
can see and learn and discuss about 
themselves." 
Speaking on how the pro¬ 
gram has significance for men, she 
said, "It is important to see something 
that is not necessarily ourselves. For 
example, we study people of other 
cultures and other nations." 
Asked if WS courses could 
curb sexual assault and other sex-re¬ 
lated discrimination, Kirschenbaum 
replied, "The only way that would be 
really successful in changing sexual 
assault and domestic violence would 
be to educate people. You can always 
punish perpetrators but I think pre¬ 
vention through education would be 
better. I can't think of any other (bet¬ 
ter) arena where people could change 
their views about the opposite sex: 
both men and women." 
Swift added, "For me sexual 
"For me sexual assault is 
connected to the way 
women are treated overall 
by men. If men who are 
assaulting women respect 
them, then I don't think 
they would be abusing 
them." 
- Penny Swift, '92 
assault is connected to the way 
women are treated overall by men. If 
men who are assaulting women re¬ 
spect them, then I don't think they 
would be abusing them." 
Tobin has optimism for the 
future. "Our majors and other stu¬ 
dents are demanding that we provide 
more about African American 
women. We agree this is extremely 
important. This is one of our highest 
priorities: a better and wider multi¬ 
cultural perspective." 
Describing another goal, 
Tobin added, "Over the long term I 
would like Women's Studies to teach 
classes that are just Women's Studies 
programs. I don't know how soon 
that can be realized. We would be 
able to offer, for example, a feminist 
theory course. We would like to able 
to hire professors who could teach just 
Women's Studies. But we do recog¬ 
nize the college has lots of money 
needs besides ours." 
WS is involved in a couple of 
projects currently. One is the Women 
Studies Inaugural Lecture Series. Its 
theme is 'Perspectives on the Body.' 
The guest speaker in the series will be 
Bonnie B. Spanier on March 13. She 
will speak on "Representations of Life 
at the Cellular and Molecular Levels: 
The Impact of Gender and Related 
Ideologies." 
WS, in conjunction with St. 
Mary's Hospital and the South East 
Maine Sigma Xi Club, is participating 
in community outreach to seventh 
and eighth grade girls. The program 
is primarily designed to interest these 
young females in math and the sci¬ 
ences. 
'Safe Walks' Off to Successful Start 
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13 
some kind of big thing to happen like 
a rape to get them to actually go out 
and do something about it. That's 
pretty disgusting, but unfortunately 
it's true." 
Bray added, "Some of the es¬ 
corts last semester were critical be¬ 
cause they actually were not getting to 
do any escorts." 
On the other hand, Smith 
feels that "its really good that students 
who are volunteering now are not do¬ 
ing it out of a panic state but they're 
doing it out of a preventative measure 
state, and I think that it's that kind of 
environment that we need for Safe 
Walks to really become a permanent 
fixture." 
The Safe Walks coordinators 
plan on continuing the program 
"Even if all the effort that 
all the students have put 
into Safe Walks saves one 
person from being 
harassed, I think that it is 
worth it." 
- Scott Smith, '91 
through Short Term and next year, 
and hope to see the program continue 
on indefinately. Smith said, "even if 
all the effort that all the students have 
put into Safe Walks saves one person 
from being harassed, I think that it is 
worth it." 
Smith believes that "all in all, 
the program as it stands seems to be 
pretty effective." Once the program 
coordinators are able to demonstrate 
this to theAdministration, they hope 
to have money budgeted to them for 
things such as coffee for the volun¬ 
teers. 
Moreover, theAdministration 
has allotted money to pay the coordi¬ 
nators of the program if a problem 
with finding people to run Safe Walks 
ever arises. 
According to Bray and Smith, 
theAdministration has been very sup¬ 
portive of Safe Walks, especially Paul 
Rosenthal, who helped with the pro¬ 
gram from its inception. He assisted 
in acquiring the funds from security to 
purchase the expensive walkie-talkies 
and in setting up adinrerfor the vol¬ 
unteers. 
The coordinators of Safe 
Walks welcome feedback or advice in 
any form about how they could im¬ 
prove the program, and anyone will¬ 
ing to aid them in coordinating the 
program is certainly welcome to 
speak with Neil Bray, Scott Smith, or 
Sarah Ireland. 
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Administrative Response to Rapes Evaluated 
Some Are Critical of the Administration's Involvement 
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 
whatever to do to identify the assail¬ 
ants. My preference was to pursue it 
through courts," she articulated. 
However, she explained, 
"Some empowerment has to be where 
the victim/survivor regains control. 
Confidentiality is absolutely key to 
protect them and restore control for 
them. Otherwise there would be no 
reports at all. We're to blame because 
we are respectful of the victims." Es¬ 
sentially, Branham said she consid¬ 
ered suspicion of administrative coer¬ 
cion unfounded. "The administration 
won't accept that mantle," she pro¬ 
claimed. 
Heidi Johnson '93, co-coordi¬ 
nator of Womyn's Awareness, voiced 
two grievances with the way the ad¬ 
ministration has handled the issue of 
sexual assault. One concerns the cur¬ 
rent administrative refusal to use the 
word 'rape,' instead using the softer 
term 'sexual assault.' 
Furthermore, Johnson re¬ 
quests the distribution of a special 
pamphlet devoted to addressing the 
issue of rape, as well as proposing 
possible ways to confront the inevi¬ 
table repercussions of the crime; such 
booklets would be analogous to the 
pamphlets they currently circulate 
defining plagiarism. 
After working with the two 
rape victims in January of '89, Alumna 
Patricia Ringers '90 commends both 
the administration and security in the 
handling of sexual assault cases. "The 
administration is only allowed to re¬ 
lease information with permission of 
the victims. Everything they did, they 
had to contact the victim beforehand. 
Concern was for the victim first," she 
explained. 
In reference to campus suspi¬ 
cion of the administration, Ringers 
believes "students are breathing 
down (the administration's) necks. 
Basically everyone wants to know ev¬ 
erything. Dean Branham would have 
definitely pursued criminal action, 
and Lil Charron was fabulous about 
trying to find evidence, and the 
Lewiston Police helped. I get angry 
when I hear all the students coming 
down on the administration and se¬ 
curity. They don't want something to 
happen to their students," she com¬ 
mented. 
Ringers, a former member of 
the SCC, also claimed that to "put 
something as powerful as criminal 
prosecution into the hands of students 
and professors is unfair." 
Additionally, Ringers 
stressed that "the administration isn't 
a group of gods. If it weren't on a 
college campus, you would be 
screaming at the police, courts, and 
judges." 
Ringers cautioned that at least 
one or two rapes occur every weekend 
on the Bates campus, saying, "I know 
I had friends who were date raped on 
campus, and I knew of a couple of 
people who transferred because of 
sexual abuse. People automatically 
think it's Milliken House. It occurs 
between good friends, people once 
trusted. There's a dissension between 
women and men. Men don't under¬ 
stand the fear women walk around 
with." 
In terms of the way last year's 
rapes impacted the campus, Branham 
feels the cases "blew open the notion 
that this was a protected environment. 
It's reverberated now in terms of a 
collective sense of safety. We were 
playing fast and loose, and we've re¬ 
alized that no place is completely pro¬ 
tected." She believes regard for per¬ 
sonal safety has increased dramati¬ 
cally which has resulted in a "greater 
distrust of the administration." 
Concerning the safety issue of 
female students walking alone at 
night, Branham understands their de¬ 
cision and desire to walk independent 
of groups, escorts, or friends. 
"I understand it every time I 
go out for a run and every time I walk 
alone at night. The reality is that when 
I do it - when I exercise my freedom -1 
do so with risk attached. I am always 
cognizant of risk. It's a harsh reality," 
Branham said. 
"I've asked male friends how 
uncomfortable they feel walking in 
the dark. It's rare for them. Most 
women frequently experience that 
disquiet. For some, it's fear. That's 
our experience - always on guard. 
We've been put in that position," 
Branham concluded. 
research into heart disease prevention. 
To learn more about the Planned Giving Program, call us 
today. It’s the first step in making a memory that lasts beyond 
a lifetime. 
Ip American Heart Association 
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97 h Street 
Lcunston, Maine 04240 
Ozimer: John ‘Pearce "72 
783-0668 
Since 1969 - Owned and operated by Bates Grads. 
Mon. March 11 - For lunch, candidate for Ms. Guiness 1991, Jolene 
Tues. March 12 - Harp Lager Party, special prices on Harp& Guiness 
Wed. March 13 - Jameson's Irish Whiskey Party, special: Irish Kiss 
Thurs. March 14 - Bailey's Irish Creme Party 
Fri. March 15 - Killian'S Irish Red Party with Free T-shirts & 
Second Anual M.D.A. PieThrowing Contest 
Sat. March 16 - Coors Gold Party with Free T-shirts & 
Live Music from B.B. Jam 
Sun. March 17 - St. Patrick's Day Party: 
Green Beer for 10 cents & discount prices on anything Irish all day 
Free T-shirts and Live Irish Music from Triple Threat ltd. Plus 
$100 prize for the person with the greenest body 
Open 7 days 1 lam-1am 
S.A.R.L. Describes Service 
by Beck Schoenfeld 
Staff Reporter 
According to Penny Swift, 
'92, coordinator of the Sexual Assault 
Response Line (S.A.R.L.), "one out of 
every three women will be raped 
sometime in their lifetime." Applying 
this statistic to Bates College, Swift 
theorized that approximately 250 out 
of 750 women enrolled would even¬ 
tually be victims of rape. Swift added 
a widely held additional statistic that 
probably more than one rape occurs 
per weekend. 
"The prime target is our age," 
Swift cautioned, adding, "first-year 
students are the highest risk group, 
due to them being new to the campus. 
They don't have a lot of information 
(dealing with campus life) and any 
vulnerability stands out." 
Although the S. A.R.L. has not 
been utilized to its fullest potential, 
the assault line has been consistently 
available. An answering machine, 
stating its identity as the S.A.R.L., re¬ 
ceives the call. The message requests 
the person to leave a name and phone 
number so that a trained volunteer 
may return the call. Then, a beeper 
signals the volunteer of that shift. The 
volunteer then calls the machine, lis¬ 
tens to the message, and promptly re¬ 
sponds to the call. 
Swift noted that it is not fea¬ 
sible to have a volunteer sit by a phone 
twenty-four hours a day, but she said 
that in the future, there might be a 
phone stationed at the Health Center. 
Instead of an "intimidating, cold ma¬ 
chine," this would allow a "more hos¬ 
pitable nurse on duty to do some ini¬ 
tial checking" of the safety and 
whereabouts of the victim. 
The S.A.R.L. has yet to receive 
a legitimate call, yet continues as a 
valuable and confidential alternative 
for students who need help after being 





for next year: 
Applications, including a statement 
of qualifications and ideas, are now 
being accepted, and should be sent 
to: 
Evan Silverman 
c/o Bates Student 
Box 309 
by March 22, 1991 
Make a 
contribution to 
life after death. 
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The New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education (NECUSE*) 
and Yale University's Life Sciences Research and Training Center sponsor: 
"The Biology and Chemistry of 
Nucleic Acids" 
June 16 to 29, 1991 
Life Sciences Research and Training Center 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 
This intensive laboratory and discussion course will introduce undergraduates and 
faculty to the technical and conceptual foundations of modem molecular and cell 
biology. No prior experience is needed. Topics to be covered include: 
growth of bacteria and plasmids 
isolation of DNA 
observation of DNA using light and 
electron microscopy 
restriction enzyme digestion 
agarose gel electrophoresis 
isolation of restriction fragments 
ligation of fragments into vectors 
transformation of bacteria 
• selection and growth of clones 
• hybridization analysis 
• single-stranded DNA preparation 
• DNA sequencing reactions 
• application of polymerase chain 
reaction 
• polyacrlyamide gel electrophoresis 
• use of genetics software for 
compilation and analysis of data 
All expenses associated with the course will be paid by NECUSE. Application deadline 
is April 12,1991. Enrollment is limited to 15 participants. For applications, or for more 
information, contact: 
Dr. Christine L. Howe 
Department of Biology 
Yale University 
P.O. Box 6666 
New Haven, CT 06511 
(203) 432-5058 or 432-3857/FAX (203) 432-6161 
*NECUSE is a consortium of sixteen colleges and universities which are working collaboratively, with support 
from the Pew Charitable Trusts, to improve and enrich undergraduate education in science and mathematics. 
Member institutions are: Amherst College, Bates College, Bowdoin College, Brown University, Colby College, 
Dartmouth College, Harvard University, College of the Holy Cross, Middlebury College, Mount Holyoke College, 
Smith College, Trinity College, Wellesley College, Wesleyan University, Williams College, and Yale University. 
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B. B. King Gives Bates a Big-Name Concert 
by Jason Patenaude 
Sports Editor 
Royalty is coming to Bates. 
Not the Queen of England, nor the 
Princess of Wales, but the King of 
Blues, B.B. King, arrives at Bates to 
play a concert on March 26. 
Ironically, King himself was 
not among the blues artists listed in 
the music poll since, as former Chase 
Hall Committee president Lisa 
Bommarito '91 stated, "We never 
dreamed we could get B.B. King" to 
play at Bates. She explained that 
rhythm and blues artists ranked "very 
well" in CHC's music poll, and such 
bands as NRBQ were thus given top 
priority as possible performers. King 
stops at Bates after having toured col¬ 
leges and universities in honor of the 
recently concluded Black History 
Month. 
The legendary guitarist, who 
recently received mainstream notice 
for his collaboration with U2 on the hit 
"When Love Comes to Town," revo¬ 
lutionized blues with his unique gui¬ 
tar style. Borrowing from the styles of 
such legendary performers as Blind 
Lemon Jefferson and T-Bone Walker, 
then adding his own razor-sharp 
string bends and left hand vibrato, 
King forged a style that influenced 
Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton and others. 
While many have emulated him, none 
can match the power and resonance 
which King evokes from his black 
Gibson, Lucille. 
Nearly as famous as her 
owner, Lucille became King's queen 
after a fire destroyed a club that King 
had been performing in during the 
mid-fifties. Though King got out of the 
club well before the fire became dan¬ 
gerous, he realized he had left his $30 
guitar behind, and nearly died from 
Rhythm and blues legend B. B. King and his guitar, Lucille. 
Photo courtesy Associated Booking Corp. 
the fire when he went back in the 
building to claim it. Upon discovering 
that the fire had been started because 
of a fight over a woman named 
Lucille, King immediately decided to 
name all his guitars in her honor. 
Beginning in the 1940's by 
playing on street corners for dimes, 
the 65 year old King has since become 
an American musical institution. In 
the early 1970's King toured Africa 
under the auspices of the State De¬ 
partment, and again represented the 
United States at the World Cultural 
Festival in 1978. King is also one of the 
first American musicians to tour the 
Soviet Union, having participated in a 
cultural exchange in 1979. 
As tireless as he is well-trav¬ 
elled, B.B. still does approximately 300 
shows a year, having toured with the 
Rolling Stones and U2 as well as on his 
own. "He's out of control," stated 
Bommarito, "He tours 365 days a 
year." 
Bommarito feels that King is 
an "ideal" choice for a concert, since 
he will attract a crowd of mixed ages. 
"For the Squeeze concert (in 1988) we 
needed security all around the stage," 
noted Bommarito, "Security need not 
be as tight (since) this is a real adult 
atmosphere." 
Despite the lack of anxiety 
over security, Bommarito stressed that 
he wasn't "mellow" and she expects 
between 1,700 to 2,000 people to at¬ 
tend the concert. Along with the op¬ 
portunity to see a blues legend, 
Bommarito noted that the $13 dollar 
ticket price was far less than a stan¬ 
dard concert fee. Such a chance is not 
often available at Bates due to the 
Committee's relatively small budget 
for concerts. 
Come see the King hold a 
different kind of court on the Merrill 
Gym floor. He is perhaps the most 
dynamic piece of music history one 
could watch, and one should certainly 
be, be there for B.B. and Lucille. 
Arts Editor Mary Lehman contributed to 
this article. 
Roll Out the Red Carpet 
Listen Up: Grammy Results and Sting's Newest 
Well, the Grammys are over 
and another year in music has begun. 
To say that I am excited is a perverse 
understatement. I really believe that 
1992 is going to be a year of bridges for 
Andrew Blacker 
the entire music industry. Rap and 
rock will be fused with strong bass 
lines, naughty lyrics and sampled 
drum beats playing side by side with 
live drummers. 
This year will also highlight 
the growing interest in acoustic music. 
As Tesla can attest, acoustic music is 
back and in full swing. With pioneers 
such as Michelle Shocked, Tracy 
Chapman and Suzanne Vega, the late 
eighties and early nineties have been 
ignited with the emotional patterns 
and harmonies of acoustic or "un¬ 
plugged" music. One need look no 
further than MTV for a good sampling 
of this style of music. On Sunday 
nights from 11:00 till 11:30 MTV in¬ 
vites bands and solo musicians to play 
their hits and not so well known songs 
without the aid of the infamous feed¬ 
back or fender amp. The show is 
called "Unplugged" and is as good a 
lesson in acoustic music as anybody 
should need. 
In general, the Grammys, 
as usual, were no indica¬ 
tion of what the hell is 
going on in the music 
world. 
In general music news, 
Sinead O'Connor did win a Grammy 
(alternative music category) for her 
album I Do Not Want What I Haven't 
Got. Sinead, previous to her win, de¬ 
clined any recognition for the award 
and protested the commercialism 
rampant in the ceremony's proce¬ 
dures by refusing to attend. The 
Grammy will still be shipped to 
Sinead, though Sinead's publicist says 
it "will not be welcomed." 
Also not in attendance at the 
Grammys was the controversial rap 
group Public Enemy. The rap group 
was protesting what they believed to 
be inherent racism in the Grammy's 
telecast. The fact that the rap awards 
were presented previous to the 
broadcast was a disappointment, and 
in my opinion something that will be 
remedied by next year's awards show. 
All in all, the Grammys were 
best summed up by Bette Midler's 
grand opening of the show with some 
soppy number about peace and love. 
In general, the Grammys, as usual, 
were no indication of what the hell is 
going on in the music world. 
Suzanne Vega seems to be 
doing just fine thank you, with her 
new a cappella turned dance hit 
"Tom's Diner" climbing the charts. 
After D.N.A. changed the song into a 
The Bates Studei 
bass beating jam, it seems others want 
in on Vega's crossover potential. Japa¬ 
nese vocalist Harada Tomoyo will be 
recording "Marlene on the Wall" and 
"Small Blue Thing" in Japanese for fu¬ 
ture release. Finally, Vega herself re¬ 
cently recorded her shows in eastern 
Germany for a possible new album. 
On the activist side of things, 
check out the new album by various 
artists in support of PETA (People for 
the Ethical Treatment of Animals). 
The album is called Tame Yourself and 
features some hot tracks by the B-52s, 
R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe and Aleka's 
Attic. I have not heard this album as of 
yet, but it is for a good cause and has 
received some positive press. 
Speaking of animals, does 
anybody remember the Stray Cats? 
Well for all you cat fans this is your 
month. The band's label will be re¬ 
leasing a Stray Cats greatest hits CD 
featuring "Stray Cat Strut", "Rock this 
■ SEE STING, PAGE 18 
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Sometimes silence is peaceful — 
it’s sinister. Silence of the Lambs (highest rating) is a taut thriller which show¬ cases Jodie Foster as a driven FBI 
trainee, Anthony Hopkins as a twisted 
psychiatrist (who should garner an 
Oscar nomination), and a man who 
has transsexual urges. The last of the 
involved trio is nicknamed "Buffalo 
Bill" because he skins women in order 
to make himself a skin that he would 
prefer to his own. It is "Buffalo Bill" 
that Foster is tracking, but because the 
male-dominated FBI can't find him on 
their own, they bring in Foster to try 
and wheedle some information from 
Dr. Hannibal "The Cannibal" Lecter 
(Hopkins), who possesses a brilliantly 
dangerous intellect. 
While the endpoint of this 
movie is the capture of "Buffalo Bill," 
the significant drama occurs in the ef¬ 
forts of Foster discovering the identity 
of the criminal from Lecter; she does 
this while trying to preserve her psy¬ 
chological history which Lecter de¬ 
mands as his half of the bargain. 
Lecter is one not to be taken lightly. 
His is a deeply studied intellect with 
remarkable discipline. He takes in ev¬ 
ery word that Foster says, and pos¬ 
sesses the ability to sort out each in¬ 
ference, and the hidden context of her 
words. At the same time he has mas¬ 
tered his own language, so that the 
only meaning conveyed is under his 
complete control. Such an intellect 
makes for a powerful and worthy op¬ 
ponent- and demands reluctant ad¬ 
miration from both Foster and the 
audience. 
The hyper-development of 
Teeter's brain also makes itself ap¬ 
parent in his interactions with other 
prisoners, one of whom he manages to 
force into swallowing his own tongue 
without the slightest physical contact. 
Lecter can even determine the body 
lotion that Foster wore the day before 
from a whiff of the air. 
Hopkins, however, does not 
let the script do the work for him. He 
realizes that Teeter's precise insights 
could lose a certain spontaneity and 
casual quality. Hopkins therefore 
translates the mental precision into a 
physical affect which perhaps does 
more for the character than the script. 
We know Lecter does not talk nor¬ 
mally, but Hopkins shows us that nei¬ 
ther does he walk nor present himself 
normally. His movement is rather a 
glide, and he combs his hair straight- 
back so that he appears to lead with 
his forehead. The cinematography 
highlights his atypical presence by 
concentrating its focus on his eyes, 
which one wants to hide from for fear 
that he will see right through to one's 
soul, and then twist it. His formidable 
intellect and strange affectation create 
a certain silence about him, which is 
particularly unnerving in a major 
character with whom the audience 
naturally wants to identify with. 
Jodie Foster is excellent, but 
her presence in this film — as well as 
Lecter's and the criminal's - is more 
this time 
important on a symbolic level. Critics 
have hailed this movie as an impor¬ 
tant step in stereotypical gender-role 
deconstruction. Foster's character is 
continually surrounded by males 
throughout the movie, and yet she de¬ 
velops no love interest, nor does she 
need a male for psychological protec¬ 
tion. This produces a certain silence or 
barrier around her, which is unnerv¬ 
ing, but in a different way than 
Lecter's. Here it serves as a strike 
against the typical female stereotype 
as caring and sympathetic. But it is 
important to realize that the male- 
dominated FBI only turned to her be¬ 
cause they couldn't catch Buffalo Bill, 
who is a wanna-be transsexual, and 
Critics have hailed this 
movie as an important 
step in stereotypical gen¬ 
der-role deconstruction. 
because they couldn't get anything 
out of Lecter with their typical mea¬ 
sures. What we have at the outset then 
is a mismatch between the opposed 
groups, or as Poe said it through the 
mouth of Dupin in the Purloined Let¬ 
ter. "The measures [of the FBIJ, then, 
were good in their kind, and well ex¬ 
ecuted; their defect lay in their being 
inapplicable to the case and to the 
man." In sum, Foster has her femi¬ 
ninity in common with Buffalo Bill 
and Lecter has the training of a psy¬ 
chiatrist and his own eccentricities, 
which enable him to understand Buf¬ 
falo Bill's case and help Foster. 
One example of Foster and 
Lecter's teamwork comes when she 
notices a moth larvae placed in the 
throat of one of the victims, over¬ 
looked by the male investigators, but 
does not understand the significance 
of the larvae. Here Lecter uses his 
psychiatric training and his wide 
reading of Marcus Aurelius to cajole 
Foster's brain into thinking in a mode 
appropriate to Buffalo Bill. He shows 
her that a moth larvae is literally a 
state of change from infancy to adult¬ 
hood, and to Buffalo Bill, this repre¬ 
sents a symbolic change from mascu¬ 
linity to femininity. While they do 
cooperate, this is far from a buddy 
picture. For a reward Lecter gets in¬ 
sight into Foster's suffering as a child- 
a big price- but one which Foster is 
willing to pay. 
Ultimately, such a teaching 
about full, complete understanding, is 
carried out beyond the film, and into 
the poster. There appears to be a skull 
superimposed on the head of an adult 
moth or bee, but if one looks closely, 
that skull is formed from the bodies of 
women. This is a clever piece of 
poster-art and also serves to teach the 
public to look more closely at every¬ 
thing and anything, to not be limited 
by traditional modes of perception. 
Thematically, this image may signify 
the change from a naive Foster to a 
more learned Foster. 
This is Jonathan Demme's lat¬ 
est film and is very, very good, al¬ 
though gruesome at times. There is al¬ 
ways room for more character devel¬ 
opment in movies, and this is no ex¬ 
ception, but it is outstanding in the 
tension created and sustained. 
Demme also seems to know that he 
does have something good here, be¬ 
cause he doesn't permit the movie to 
end with the capture of the criminal. I 
won't reveal anymore, but only give 
you a little advice: make sure you 
know who you are going to kiss. 
Sting Prepares for The Soul Cages Concert 
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17 
Town" and "Rumble in Brighton". It is 
not clear yet whether the Stray Cats 
will be going on the road for a reunion 
tour to support this new effort or not. 
If the Stray Cats went on tour it would 
most definitely be a scaled-down set 
with minimal session musicians. This 
band is well known for its small, tight 
sets featuring Brian Setzer's nasty 
guitar, a five piece drum set and an 
upright bass. 
In bigger reunion news, the 
Go-Gos are back on road after reha¬ 
bilitating their former drug and alco¬ 
hol habits. This show has been called 
sloppy and a real waste of time by 
most music critics. Frankly, after see¬ 
ing the Go-Go's asinine commercial 
for Bugle Boy jeans I lost all my re¬ 
spect for them. Without the make-up, 
short skirts and choreography the Go- 
Go's would be unemployed in the 
music industry. But don't get me 
wrong. Some very respectable musi¬ 
cians are now following the scent of 
money and participating in commer¬ 
cials. B.B. King and Steve Miller are 
doing Levi ads and the Clash's song 
"Step Over" from their best selling LP 
Combat Rock is also being used by this 
denim corporation. When these musi¬ 
cians must resort to peddling "button 
fly's" it becomes clearer that the re¬ 
cession has truly hit our country's 
purses and wallets. 
Finally, I encourage everyone 
to get a ticket for the B.B. King concert. 
The guy is a legend and should not be 
missed. I recently saw an ad for his 
show in New York and tickets were 
going for twenty-five dollars. Trust 
me, thirteen is a real bargain. Also, 
don't forget about Count Basie's Or¬ 
chestra on March 23rd (my birthday). 
That should also be a hot show, and 
provide for some fun dancing. Keep 
your ears tuned for R.E.M.'s new al¬ 
bum Out Of Time (coming march 12th) 
which features rapper KRS-One, Peter 
Holsapple, saxophonist Kidd Jordan 
and my girl Kate Pierson of the B-52's. 
And to get you though the week, 
here's a little piece of good news... 
Dire Straits is back in the studio and 
will be releasing an album soon. 
Recently, while in New York, 
I had the pleasure of seeing a pre¬ 
view of Sting's upcoming show. This 
concert, currently called The Soul 
Cages, is strong in it's support of 
Sting's new album of the same name. 
In fact, every song from the new al¬ 
bum was included in the 22 song set. 
Sting also performed requests from 
the audience such as "Roxanne", 
"Bring on the Night", 'Tea in the Sa¬ 
hara", "Fortress Around Your Heart", 
Sting’s licks are as dirty as 
Diddley and his vocals are 
as cut and dry as Paul 
Simon. 
a show stopping version of "Every 
Breath You Take"; some perfor¬ 
mances, especially "Fragile", evoked a 
strong parallel to contemporary war 
issues. 
Always a showman, Sting 
danced and pranced in time to the 
wailing and moaning of Branford 
Marsalis' saxophone. Whether 
Marsalis will follow Sting on the road 
is not clear. Hopefully, Marsalis will 
join the tour for he brings an intelli¬ 
gent, creative jazz sound to the band 
that keeps Sting's sometimes mourn¬ 
ful tunes bopping along. Worth men¬ 
tion is Sting's guitarist Dominic 
Miller, who ripped chords and solos 
from the shadowy sideline of the 
stage. Sting, who played bass, main¬ 
tained a good chemistry with Miller; 
in fact, the whole band was really 
tight. The drummer was a new name 
but sharp and original in his cuts and 
patterns. The keyboardist is unfortu¬ 
nately not Kenny Kirkland from the 
original recordings, but rather an 
equally talented artist from Newark, 
New Jersey. 
I should mention that I saw 
this as a pre-show. This concert was a 
test to see which songs would and 
would not work in larger venues. My 
guess is that there will be less from The 
Soul Cages and still more from the files 
of the Police days. I left the concert 
amazed at the talent Sting possessed 
as a lyricist, bassist, leading man and 
vocalist. Don't let his looks fool you — 
Sting's licks are as dirty as Diddley 
and his vocals are as cut and dry as 
Paul Simon. The show is on tour now, 
and though it won't come to Portland, 
do look for it in other major cities . 
The Bates Student. 
First in Arts. 
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S. T. HJ. R. Hopes to Modernize "Raisin" 
by Isabel Roche 
Staff Reporter 
A dramatic adaptation of 
Lorraine Hansberry's "Raisin in the 
Sun", entitled "S.T. (U/I) R." and 
directed by visiting Assistant Profes¬ 
sor of Theater William Pope L., will be 
presented both this weekend and 
next in Gannett Theater. 
According to Pope L.; the title 
is a backwards acronym for "Raisin in 
the Sun", which includes an allusion 
to you/I. This, he says refers to the 
"human alone-ness at the core of the 
"The role of women has 
changed, and in my ver¬ 
sion, the females are more 
important characters." 
- Director, William Pope L. 
soul of darkness which is not only the 
soul of Afro-Americans but also that 
of their Caucasian cousins." 
This is quite significant. Pope 
L. characterizes himself as a "writer- 
director who makes a lot of changes as 
a matter of working. .. nine times of 
ten I impose my style on the text.. . 
my approach is how I enter a text, re¬ 
gardless of when it was written." 
And this is exactly what he has done 
in the case of "Raisin in the Sun". He 
explains his view of the original script: 
"It struck me along time ago, and 
more than anything else that I can re¬ 
member, it stuck in my memory. It 
had to do with family and, at the time, 
it seemed to have strong themes, un¬ 
til I went and took another look at it, 
and then I discovered that there were 
things I didn't agree with." 
Specifically, Pope L. found 
the play's ideas of femininity and the 
role of women problematic. He ex¬ 
plains, "The role of women has 
changed, and in my version, the fe¬ 
males are more important characters; 
it is a coming into consciousness for 
these people." And so is Pope L.'s ad¬ 
aptation. He hopes to make the play 
into something that "fits the ideas of 
the time we live in now, not of 1959 
when the play was written." 
He has done this by taking the 
naturalistic elements of the original 
and giving them "a new pop/rap 
rhythm that drives the dramatic inci¬ 
dents." He comments: "there are more 
contemporary entertainment ideas 
than in the original... (so that it) might 
A dress rehearsal of S. T. U/I R. Scott Pint photo. 
be interesting to the population here. 
The idea is to take different issues 
and themes and put them in an enter¬ 
taining style that takes those ideas but 
doesn't patronize them." 
Says Pope L. of the produc¬ 
tion: "To make them (the audience) 
laugh is important, but to make them 
feel and think is more important." 
Performances of "S.T. (U/I) R." 
will take place tonight and tomorrow 
night at 8:00 p.m, and at 2:00 p.m. on 
Sunday. This schedule will be repeated for 
the weekend of March 15-17. Admission 
is $4 for adults and $2 for students and 
senior citizens. Reservations can be made 
in advance by calling the box office at 786- 
6161. 
Robert Ferris Thompson, B. A. Yale, 
spoke in Olin last night as part of the 
Bates Lecture Series. Thompson's 
speech, entitled "African-Atlantic 
Art — An Alternative Classical Tra¬ 
dition", was based on his life-long 
study of African-American art and 
music. 
There’s only one way 
to come out ahead 
of the pack. 
The Kwanzaa Percussion Ensemble will perform a program of indigenous music, song and dance, particularly of Afri¬ 
can origin. The group is based in Vermont, and is dedicated to promoting global awareness and communication be¬ 
tween culturally diverse communities. The concert is free, this Sunday at 7:00 p.m. in the Olin Arts Center. 
Photo courtesy Kwanzaa Percussion Ensemble. 
Remember: Fluorescent lights use their initial 
energy for up to eight hours. Turning them off 
and on wastes energy. 
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Senior Directors Use Innovative Staging 
by Mary Lehman 
Arts Editor 
My little brother told me on 
the phone last Sunday night that he 
had just won a speaking part in his 
junior highschool's production of 
"Oklahoma". Immediately I saw him 
wearing an over-sized cowboy hat, 
checkered shirt and bandanna, lean¬ 
ing on a water-based painted brown 
cardboard fence. I can hear my old 
geography teacher instruct her actors 
and actresses: "Look western!" 
This approach to theater, that 
all the scenery and costumes should 
absolutely fit its setting, is hard for 
audience members to forget; some 
theater-goers will stick only to very 
traditional theater so that they won't 
be confronted with unique adaptions. 
There is some truth to the fear of "ex¬ 
perimental" staging; imagine "South 
Pacific" staged with Emile and Nellie 
wearing black leotards. I myself re¬ 
main caught somewhere in between: I 
would really hate seeing Shakespeare 
performed as a punk musical, but I've 
seen wonderful adpations that ex¬ 
posed a beautiful script, hidden under 
cliche staging. 
Both of last week's perfor¬ 
mances — Sam Osheroff's "The Clev- 
You saw the posters: a play 
about the devil in the 
Chapel? 
erest Man in All Greece" and Kevin 
Wetmore's "The Devil Comes to 
Wittenberg" -- were successful be¬ 
cause of their creative staging. 
Osheroff's performance in the Black 
Box enabled his characters to be in the 
audience's face, literally. The "King of 
Ithaca" (a homeless man), an evange¬ 
list, or a young braggart all treat the 
audience as another character, and 
thus the characters become part of the 
audience, the real world. The theater 
can only seat forty or so people, and 
Osheroff and his co-actor brother Joe 
entered and exited through two adja¬ 
cent doors; the rest of the floorspace 
remained empty except for an occa¬ 
sional chair or table. And the Black 
Box is black — all black. Sam Osheroff 
first enters the stage with the over¬ 
head lights on, the intro music just 
fading: he is sweeping the entrance 
door and stage when he delivers the 
first line. 
Wetmore's approach is quite 
obvious but it works. You saw the 
posters: a play about the devil in the 
Chapel? The pews were decked with 
candles, as it would be for a wedding 
or Christmas service, and the alter was 
cluttered with Dr. Faustus' chemicals 
and beakers, not a chalice or prayer 
book. Faustus twice utilizes the aisle 
as an exit, at the end of the first act, 
and again in the final scene as he is 
carried into hell by the devil's helpers. 
Wetmore cleverly used the pulpit and 
bishop's seat for blocking of key 
players. He also, then, achieves an in¬ 
timacy with his audience; the largest 
'theater' on campus was shrunk. This 
was especially true when Faustus 
conjures a scene from his past life. The 
actors playing out that memory stand 
between the audience and the actors 
looking on, but move between the two 
audiences begging for money or de¬ 
manding better lines from Faustus 
himself. 
Wetmore's characters wore 
very typical and motley stage cos¬ 
tumes — too typical in most instances - 
- but the lead characters were able to 
carry off the quirks with humorous 
grace. The devil's horns were hysteri¬ 
cal, they really did seem to grow be¬ 
tween Dean Jacoby's curls, and Adam 
Fifield took his ridiculous sorcerer's 
cape quite seriously though even 
other characters chided him for it. 
Thus while Wetmore's pro¬ 
duction used conventional methods, 
its staging salvaged the play. The au¬ 
dience was enveloped in the stage be¬ 
cause the stage was the whole chapel. 
The performances in Osheroff's pro¬ 
duction were strong enough to create 
their own stage; the setting in the 
Black Box provided the opportunity 
for the audience to be a part of that 
strength. Along with John 
McLaughlin's "Danton's Death", the 
two directors have helped set a cre¬ 
ative trend themselves, at least in the 
hopes of this audience member. 
DEADLINE EXTENDED! 
STUDENT LIFE PHOTO 
CONTEST. 
Deadline for Submission: 
March 75, 4:30 pm 
Enter the Student Life Photo Contest and be eligible to win cash prizes and publication of your winning photograph (s). 
The Bates Publications Office seeks excellent candid color photographs (slides only, originals not dupes) and black & 
whites (8 x 10s) of Bates students in informal settings and spontaneous activities. 
Slides and black & whites entered In the Student Ufe Photo Contest will be judged the third week In March by Betsy Kimball, Editor of College Publications; Brad Woodworth, 
graphic designer, owner of Woodworth Associates In Portland; David Wilkinson, a professional free-lance photographer; and Marian Proctor, Photography Editor of the Bates Student. 
Photographs will be judged on subject matter (suitability for publication), technical proficiency, and artistic merit. 
Two sets of winners — three for color and three for black & white — will be announced In the March 22 Issue of The Bates Student. The six winning photographs (color converted to 
black & white) will be printed In the March 29 issue. The two first-place winners will receive $50 each, the second-place winners $35, and the third-place winners $25.* 
Submit your color slides and black & white prints by 4:30 p.m. on March 15 to the Publications Office, 2 Lane Hall (opposite the Mall Room). Be sure slides are presented In flat, 
transparent plastic sleeves (the kind with notebook holes on the left edge) clearly labeled with your name, campus address, and telephone number. Black & whites should be 
printed on 8 x 10 photographic paper, your choice of finish, with identification label taped to the back. Submissions, except for winning photos, will be returned by March 29. 
Questions? Call the Publications Office at 6252. May the best photo(s) win! 
'Winning slides and prints will become the property of the Bates Publications Office, which will credit the photographers whenever these slides or prints are used In publications. The 
Office will give color photographers dupe slides of their winning entries. Black & white photographers will retain ownership of their b&w negatives. 
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Moran Qualifies for National Championships 
Sophomore Katie Moran illustrating the form which earned her the honor of 
being the first female swimmer from Bates to qualify for the NCAAs. 
Marian Proctor Photo. 
by Bamaby D onion 
Staff Reporter 
On the weekend of February 
22-24, the Women's Swimming and 
Diving teams competed in the New 
England Division III Championship at 
Williams College. Placing eighth out 
of over twenty teams, Bates chalked 
up its most impressive performance in 
the history of the eight year program. 
Coach Dana Mulholland also enjoyed 
his best year of coaching ever: an 8-2 
season. He stated, "When I began 
coaching this program in 1989, we 
placed 15th; in 1990,12th. To place in 
the top eight puts us in very elite 
company. The team's progress has 
been incredible quick." 
Although Bates owes its suc¬ 
cess to superb teamwork, the perfor¬ 
mances of one individual stood out at 
New Englands: sophomore Katie 
Moran. She not only scored the most 
points for Bates, but succeeded in be¬ 
coming the first Bates swimmer to 
qualify for the NCAA National 
Championships, to be held March 14- 
lb at Emory University. 
Shortly after the competition 
began on Friday, Moran entered the 
500 yard freestyle trial heat, trying to 
qualify for the afternoon finals. 
(During each of the three days of 
competition, swimmers have the op¬ 
portunity to qualify for the evening 
final races during the morning trials.) 
The Women's Squash Team's 
season drew to an official close last 
weekend at Amherst College at the 
USWISRA Individual Champion¬ 
ships. The team's final record was a 
respectable 11-15 considering the loss 
of two top-ranked players to the Jun¬ 
ior Semester Abroad program earlier 
in the season. 
Since Women's squash ranks in 
Division 4, only one player from the 
team was allowed to compete in the 
USWISRA Individual Champion¬ 
ships. Coach Herb Bunker chose se¬ 
nior captain Pam Wunderlich (the 
team's top seed) to attend. 
Bunker felt that Wunderlich 
"[Had] a good chance of winning her 
first match because she got a good 
draw." His prediction did indeed 
come true as Wunderlich beat 
Haverford College's Louise 
Zimmerman in five games. Earlier in 
the season on January 14, Zimmerman 
had beaten Wunderlich 3-2 in another 
close match.Wunderlich then ad¬ 
vanced to the next round where she 
En route to qualifying for nationals, 
Moran's time of 5:13.34 shattered the 
former Bates record, along with her 
personal record of 5:18 set in high 
school. Forced to swim the 500 free 
again in the final heat, Moran placed 
6th. "After I qualified, I wanted to 
have a great race in the 200 Individual 
Medley (IM), so I held back a little in 
the 500." She went on to finish fourth 
in the 200 IM. 
On Saturday, Moran teamed 
up with Karen Tagliaferro '94, J.J. 
faced a highly seeded player from 
Princeton University, a Division I 
school in women's squash. 
According to Wunderlich, "She 
really didn't put me away in the be¬ 
ginning like I expected. It was a really 
close game to the end." 
Unfortunately, the end came too 
soon as Wunderlich was defeated in 
the tight match. 
Wunderlich ended her regular 
season play this year with an indi¬ 
vidual record of 8-18. She will leave 
Bates as the all-time winningest 
women's squash player with a total of 
29 wins throughout her four years of 
play. 
Even though Wunderlich will 
not be here next year, there will be 
plenty of upperclassmen left to break 
her record. Those juniors who went 
abroad (Amy Collins, Courtney 
Cushing, and Kate Tilney) will return, 
as will current number two seed Jen¬ 
nifer McCoombs '92, number seven 
seed Shona Galloway '92, and number 
eight seed Jen Burwell '92. 
Bunker will also look to sopho¬ 
mores Alexis Gentile(16-10) and 
Brook Manning (15-10). 
Lewy '94, and Co-Captain Martha 
White '91 in the final round of the 800 
yard free relay. Leading off the first 
200 yards, Moran qualified for a sec¬ 
ond event with a time of 1:58. That 
time, combined with those of 
Tagliaferro, White and Lewy quali¬ 
fied the entire relay for nationals with 
a 8:04. However, due to an NCAA 
ruling that requires individual quali¬ 
fication only, Moran's teammates 
were ruled ineligable. 
The final day of racing proved 
to be no less exciting; Moran clocked 
the fastest time of the morning in the 
100 yard Individual Medley. In the 
afternoon finals she dropped to 2nd 
place overall, which, was still her 
highest placing at New Englands. 
Commenting on the difficulty of rac¬ 
ing in six races per day, she said, 
"Each event I told myself that this is 
my first event." 
by Jason Patenaude 
Sports Editor 
New student Dave Collins is 
boldly going where no Bates man has 
gone before. Collins became the first 
male athlete to qualify for the NCAA 
Division III championships in the 
eight year history of the Bates Swim¬ 
ming and Diving program, with a 
torrid performance at last weekend's 
New England Division III champion¬ 
ships. 
Along with female counter¬ 
part Katie Moran '93, Collins travels to 
Atlanta, Georgia next weekend to 
compete in the 200 yard breaststroke 
at Emory University. 
Collins earned his trip to At¬ 
lanta by logging a team-record time of 
2:21.20 in the 200 yard breast, yet his 
outstanding performance extended 
past this one race. Collins and team¬ 
mate Dave Fox '93 combined to break 
six Bates Swimming records. Collins 
set new marks in the 50-yard breast¬ 
stroke (27.82) and swam the breast¬ 
stroke leg of the 400-yard medley re¬ 
lay team (3:40.76). 
An English major at Bates, 
Moran comes from a "swimming 
family," and began swimming at age 
five; competitively at age six. She ad¬ 
mits to being in "the best shape of her 
life" right now, and attributes her suc¬ 
cess to the swimming atmosphere at 
Bates. 
"When I was in high school," 
remarks Katie, "there was an empha¬ 
sis on individual success. At Bates, 
the success of the team is most im¬ 
portant and it's more fun this way." 
At New Englands Moran was 
spurred on by the enthusiasm of her 
teammates, many of whom swam the 
best races of their careers as well. 
Teammates with incredible seasons 
include Colleen McCafferty '94 (dis¬ 
tance), Kerry Rice '93 (Diving), Tara 
Schaffer '93 (I.M.), Sarah Whitney '94 
(I.M.) and Co-Captains Suzi 
Ziegenhagen and Martha White '91. 
Coach Mulholland echoed 
Katie's praises of her teammates by 
saying, "I never expected the team's 
progress to advance so quickly. I 
don't think our present team can do 
much better. Bates is well on its way 
to becoming one of the premier pro¬ 
grams in New England. The caliber of 
swimmers applying to Bates is much 
higher than ever before." 
During the next few weeks 
Moran will be training alone, but re¬ 
mains enthusiastic about Nationals. 
Mulholland is also enthusiastic. 
When asked about Moran's success, 
he said , "I can't say enough about 
Katie. She is the consummate swim¬ 
mer - a perfect prototype for our pro¬ 
gram. Fler enthusiasm and leadership 
are a result of her sheer ability and 
personality. If we had four Katie 
Morans we would win the New En¬ 
gland Championship." 
Fox, who also swam a leg of 
the 400 medley relay, established new 
Bates standards in the 100-yard but¬ 
terfly (53.76), the 100-yard individual 
medley (55.53), the 50-yard backstroke 
(26.52) and the 50-yard butterfly 
(25.57). 
The rest of the Bobcat team 
combined with Collins and Fox to 
place ninth in a field of twenty-one 
teams. Though Mulholland's goal en¬ 
tering into the New England 
Championship's was to place two or 
three swimmers to the Nationals, 
there was little to be disappointed 
about the overall results of the race. 
"It was nice to finish ninth, 
considering we had to come from be¬ 
hind to catch Middlebury on the final 
day," noted Mulholland. 
With the return of Collins, 
Fox and teammates Jon Dreibelbis '92, 
Jay Tiballi '93 and Andy Dunn '92, the 
swim team should continue their 
eight-year mission to seek out and 
explore the strange new worlds of 
New England and NCAA success. 
Information compiled from the 
Bates College News Bureau. 
Oh, the Irony. 
While a Bates student, Coordinator of 
Student Activities Paul Rosenthal wrote a 
column in favor of Paul Newman Day for 
The Bates Student. Believe it., or not. 
Wunderlich Represents Bates 
Women's Squash at USWIRA's 
by Meredith Davis 
Student Correspondent 
Collins to Travel to NCCA 
Swimming Championships 
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SPORTS 
Loss to Colby Made "Bear"able by Victory Over Bowdoin 
Adrienne Shibles Joins Fellow Tri-Captains Schrag and Roche in Breaking the 1,000th Point Mark 
Senior center Adrian Shibles receives gifts and congratulations upon scoring her 1,000th career point 
Scott Pim Photo. 
by Grace Murphy 
Staff Reporter 
Its funny how the CBB con¬ 
ference works. 
Losing a game to Connecticut 
College, a less talented team, can't 
help but be a disappointment. But 
losing to Colby College, no matter 
how evenly or unevenly the teams 
match up, always hurts. 
Playing Bates can cause a lazy, 
apathetic Bowdoin team to fire up and 
bring out the best performances; 
playing Bates can make a normally 
unimportant season-ending game into 
something worth playing for. That's 
what makes the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin 
conference exciting for any Batesie, 
whether a spectator or one of the 
Women's Basketball Team members. 
Losing to Bowdoin is bad, and trounc¬ 
ing them on February 25th helped to 
take the sour taste of a Colby defeat 
out of the Bobcats' mouth. Nobody 
likes a Colby team. 
When looking over the sea¬ 
son, the various members of the 
women's team all say the same thing— 
the loss to the Colby Mules marked a 
turning point in the ECAC-bound 
team, and only in the Bowdoin game 
did anyone feel like they played close 
to their full potential. 
Comments Coach Marsha 
Graef, "All in all I'm happy with our 
season. We were real strong for 
awhile, but the tide seemed to turn af¬ 
ter key injuries, illness, and a loss— our 
first game against Colby at home." 
Echoes tri-captain Adrienne Shibles, 
"We realized after the Colby loss that 
our long term goals wouldn't be ac¬ 
complished, but there's more to a sea¬ 
son than the win/loss record." 
With starters Julie Roche '91 
(tri-captain), Leigh-Ann Smith '92, 
and Cindy Ordway '92 sitting the 
bench due to injury and illness, the 
Bobcats tried valiantly to fill the gaps 
against Colby and Connecticut. 
Observes Graef, "One loss can 
mentally depress, even if you don't 
want it to— confidence or lack of it 
shows up in play on the court and in 
shooting percentages. The team 
fought really hard, played really well, 
but there's no escapting that at the 
time, we were missing an average of 
21 points from Julie, six to eight points 
from Cindy, and eight to ten points 
from Leigh-Ann. For a game loss of 
40-50 points as well as 20 rebounds 
per game- it's hard to make that up." 
Although Connecticut Col¬ 
lege held only an eight to ten point 
lead throughout the game, the Bobcats 
couldn't shake the cloud from the 
Colby loss and finished twelve points 
behind Connecticut. Remarks Graef, 
"We missed more free throws than we 
lost by," an indication of the team's 
temporary slump. 
Modesty however seems to be 
as common to this team as their 
record-breaking ability. Despite un¬ 
fortunate losses, the Bobcats were 
their own harshest critics, more will¬ 
ing to talk about how they could have 
done more, rather than what they did. 
At both games, tri-captain 
Amy Shrag '91 set the record for the 
most three-point field goals per game 
with four, to add to her season and 
career records. The team consistently 
broke records, and enjoyed its third 
consecutive winning season. Only 
nine winning seasons have been re- 
"One loss can mentally 
depress, even if you don't 
want it to— confidence or 
lack of it shows up in 
play on the court and in 
shooting percentages." 
- Coach Marsha Graef 
corder in the 23 years of women's bas¬ 
ketball at Bates, and this year's team is 
the first to have more than two win¬ 
ning seasons back-to-back. 
Maybe it was the fine perfor¬ 
mances which fired up the Bobcats for 
the Bowdoin game. Maybe it was the 
feeling of the last game of the season, 
in front of the home "crowd" (if 
you've ever gone to a women's game 
you know what I'm talking about), 
and trying to make it a good last game 
for the three senior captains. Maybe it 
was all of this as well as some good 
old Bowdoin-Bates rivalry. In any 
case, the Bobcats beat the Bears by a 
larger margin than any game in their 
history. 
"I'd scouted out the Bowdoin 
team before," Graef stated, "And they 
were lazy, but that night they played 
like a ball of fire. If you have to end 
the season without going into play¬ 
offs, it's a nice way to end, with a 
commanding win." 
Bates cruised with a field goal 
percentage of 60%, went 3 for 8 in 
three-point land, and completed 71% 
from the free-throw line. 
High scorer of the game, 
Smith led the team with 29 points, ty¬ 
ing the school record for the most 
consecutive points per game, followed 
by Roche with 13 points, Shrag with 
12 points, and Shibles with 10 points. 
Shibles, in an emotional cer¬ 
emony, joined teammates Roche and 
Shrag to become the third Bobcat to 
break the 1,000-point barrier this sea¬ 
son. Comments Shrag, "It's really ex¬ 
citing that all three of us got to do it." 
Shibles added, "My team¬ 
mates were making great attempts to 
pass me the ball— it meant a lot to 
me. 
This trio leaves behind nu¬ 
merous school records. Smith follows 
in their footsteps, 13th in all time ca¬ 
reer scorers and 11th in career re¬ 
bounds. Graef praises, "It's nice to see 
(Smith) end on a good note, showing 
Julie Roche 
— (tied) Most points in a single 
game.36 
— Highest scoring average for a 
single season.20ppg 
— Free-throws in a single 
game.12 
— Free-throws in a single 
season.123 
Career Stats: 
Ranked Third in scoring 
Ranked Seventh in rebounds 
she can play that well, and next year 
becoming a team leader and scorer." 
Reviewing the season, all 
three captains agree that while their 
14-9 record doesn't fairly indicate the 
talent of their team, they did leam a lot 
and improved dramatically. Roche 
sees two reasons for this: "It was a 
good year because we had a close 
team. We were intense in practice and 
it paid off in games. Marti Kingsley 
(the defensive coach) really turned us 
around, and we had a good mix of tal¬ 
ented freshmen and experienced 
players." Although the Bobcats will 
have to replace three outstanding 
starters, they still anticipate a good 
season and a forceful role in the 
NESCAC league next year. 
Amy Schrag 
-3-point field goals per 
game.4 (of 6) 
-3-point field goals per season... 26 
-Career free-throw 
percentage.771% 
-Steals for season.71 
Career stats: 
Ranked first in steals (186) 
Ranked first in free-throws (66) 
Ranked first in assists (360) 
Ranked fourth in scoring 
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Adrienne Shibles 
-Steals in a single game.8 
Career stats: 
Ranked first in rebounds (771) 
Ranked sixth in scoring 
For the Record 
While senior tri-captains Julie Roche, Amy Schrag and Adrienne 
Shibles each broke the 1,000th point barrier at Bates, their excellence 
spread into all aspects of the game. The records each player set at 
Bates are listed below. 
SPORTS 
Basketball Goes Out in Style with 99-85 win over Bowdoin 
by Laura Sullivan 
Staff Reporter 
If you have to go out, go out 
in style. At least that was what senior 
captain Chris Magendantz must have 
been thinking when he attempted to 
dunk a thirty-foot alley-oop from 
sophomore Chris Comrack in the final 
seconds of the final home game 
against Bowdoin last Monday night. 
Although Magendantz 
missed the dunk, the Bobcats went on 
to a 99-85 win over the Polar Bears, 
avenging the 1-point loss that the 
Bobcats suffered at Bowdoin earlier 
this year. The win brought the Bob¬ 
cats' final record to 15-9, tying the 
record for the most wins in a season. 
The Bobcats took the lead 
early in the game by sinking three 
three-pointers in the first two and a 
half minutes. As has been the case this 
year, the offense was inconsistent, al¬ 
ternating hot and cold. Bates led by as 
much as twenty-two at one time, but 
they also allowed Bowdoin to come 
within five. But five was as close as 
they would get as great defense forced 
the Polar Bears to rush the play and 
turn the ball over time and time again. 
Six Bobcats posted double 
figures for the game. As usual, Sean 
McDonagh '92 led the team with 21 
points and 12 rebounds. Sophomore 
Keith Ferdinando racked up 15 points 
and 6 assists, while junior Tim Collins 
posted 12 points, sinking two out of 
three 3-point attempts. Junior Darrell 
Akins also played a great game, post¬ 
ing 11 points with 3 assists. Senior 
Andy Wisdom likened Akins' amaz¬ 
ing crossover dribble to that of Chris 
Jackson, a member of the Denver 
Nuggets 
But it was freshman John 
Edwards who was the biggest sur¬ 
prise of the night. Edwards came off 
the bench late in the second half and 
quickly made his mark on the game. 
Edwards had 9 points and 5 rebounds, 
providing a spark for a sagging Bobcat 
offense. 
Although the actual season 
ended with a loss to Colby (an event 
better left alone), this season was one 
of the best in recent history. Several 
new records were established and an¬ 
other year of experience will add to 
the Bobcat arsenal for next year. 
Junior tri-captain Sean 
McDonagh finished an outstanding 
season, leading the team in almost 
every category. McDonagh racked up 
429 points for the year, breaking the 
1,000-point mark and making him the 
11th leading scorer in Bates history 
with 1,069 points. McDonagh aver¬ 
aged 17.9 points per game and he also 
led the team in rebounds with 213. 
However, McDonagh was far 
from a one-man team. Other team 
leaders included juniors Tim Collins 
and Darrell Akins. Collins was the 
second leading scorer with 323 points, 
with an average of 13.5 points per 
game. Akins led the team in assists 
with 134, while also posting 240 
points. Other key contributors in¬ 
clude juniors Brad Adams, Jake 
Murray and sophomore Keith 
Ferdinando . Both Adams and 
Murray shot over 60% from the field, 
Adams for 299 points and Murray for 
260 points. Ferdinando posted 270 
points and 90 assists on the season. 
The team will only lose two 
players to graduation: Magendantz 
and fellow tri-captain Mike Evans. 
With the return of so many starters 
and another year of experience under 
their belt, the Bobcats can look for¬ 
ward to another record-setting season 
next year. 
Sophomore forward Keith Ferdinando flies over a Bowdoin defender in the 
last game of the Bobcats' 15-9 season. Ferdinando contributed 270 points 
and 90 assists to the team's record-breaking season. 
Scott Pim Photo. 
Indoor Track Places Fourth at ECACs 
Leahy '93 and Shim '93 
by Jason Patenaude 
Sports Editor 
The Bates Men's Indoor Track 
Team put in a strong performance as 
the host squad of the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference (ECAC) Division 
III Championships by placing fourth 
in the field of twenty-three teams. 
SUNY-Stony Brook led all teams with 
82, while Bates led the CBB competi¬ 
tors with 60 points. Bowdoin fol¬ 
lowed in fifth place overall with 56 
points and Colby limped to an elev¬ 
enth place finish with eleven points. 
Sophomore Mike Leahy led 
all Bates scorers with a first place fin¬ 
ish in the 1,000, clocking in at 2:33.01. 
New student Craig Samey performed 
well in his inaugural ECAC Champi¬ 
onships, completing the grueling 
5,000 in 15:38.22. 831116/5 time earned 
him a third place finish. Chris Barbin 
'93 rounded out the individual track 
scoring with 1:07.28, fourth place fin¬ 
ish in the 500. The Bobcat's 3,200 relay 
team ran a blistering 7:55.46, yet came 
in second to a record-breaking Tufts 
team. The Jumbos, who placed third 
overall, edged Bates by less than five 
tenths of a second ahead, notching an 
ECAC record time of 7:55.46. 
Bates fared equally well in the 
field events. Sophomore Matt Ash 
take first place in 1,000 and pole vault respectively 
Wes Shim makes it over the 13'6" mark with room to spare at the ECACs last 
weekend. Scott Pim Photo. 
covered 42'8" of ground in the triple 
jump, good enough for second place. 
Fellow jumper Dave Carr '92 leaped 
21'8 3/4" in a third place finish and 
senior Nat Wheatley threw the 35- 
pound weight 53’ 3 1/4" in another 
third place effort. 
Wes Shim '93 literally vaulted 
over his competition, placing first in 
the pole vault by clearing 13’ 6". 
"Winning the ECACs," Shim said, 
"was a goal I had set for myself when 
I entered Bates." 
Shim and his teammates now 
need to reset their goals; the success of 
the team this year suggests that they 
can indeed ascend even greater 
heights in next year's ECAC competi¬ 
tion. 
Some information compiled from 
the Bates College News Bureau. 
Bo Knows 
Nothing. 
Victor Kiam is a jerk, 
Magic is better than 
Michael, 
Clemens is not worth 
five million a year, 
and Bates Football will 
never break .500. 
Do you have an opinion 
about professional or 
college sports? Then 
write a sports column for 
The Bates Student and 
force your opinions on 
more than 1,500 people 
each week! 
Come to a Bates Student 
meeting any (and every) 
Sunday at 9pm, held at 
the end of the second 
floor hallway in Chase 
Hall. 
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"How have you seen or experienced sexual harassment at Bates?" 
Photographer: Marian Proctor 
T 
"I think incidents that I have heard 
reported have increased over the past 
two years, and something should be 
done about that." 
—Kammal Sen '91 
"I feel that sexual assault on campus is 
far more widespread then people are 
willing to admit, and most women 
that I know have been sexually ha¬ 
rassed in some form on this campus." 
—Sheri Pizzi '91 
"The only way I have experienced it is 
through the stories that I hear, I have 
never experienced it directly, but I 
have heard quite a few stories." 
—Colin Marquis '92 
■_i_..s_ 
'v1-1 ^ 
"No, I haven't experienced it, or wit¬ 
nessed it at all." 
—Amy Respet '91 
Reporter: Richard Samuelson 
"Personally I haven't come into con¬ 
tact with it, maybe at some parties, I 
guess it's noticeable." 
-Corrine Cobum '91 
At parties a little bit, I guess that guys "I haven't come into contact with it "I haven't personally, but I know of 
tend to be a little chauvinistic towards personally, 
girls." 
—Megan Falk '91 
—Brian Manning '94 
one serious incident.' 
-Amy DuBois '93 
The 1990-91 Editorial Board announces the selection of 
Evan M. Silverman 
as the 1991-1992 Editor-in-Chief. 
The Bates Student 
is now accepting applications for 





Please send a letter by March 22 explaining your ideas 
and qualifications to: 
Evan Silverman 
c/o The Student 
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